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SUMMARY
Vertical Takeoff and Landing (VTOL) aircraft play an important role in our society
by accomplishing a wide range of missions. Many concepts have been introduced
to increase the maximum speed of helicopters. This characteristic has usually been
conflicting with hover endurance due to the high disk loading typical to high-speed
vehicles. However, there has also been interest in long endurance flight, highlighted
by the AHS International Igor I. Sikorsky 24 Hour Hover Challenge.
The use of tethered fixed-wing aircraft to lift a shared payload constitutes a
promising configuration to provide long endurance VTOL capabilities. Preliminary
studies suggested that the system is expected to perform long endurance missions
efficiently, due to the possible low empty weight fraction and the very low equivalent
disk loading.
Previous studies analyzed the use of manned aircraft to perform this operation.
While they provide the core lifting capabilities, the performance is limited by the type
of aircraft, and the flight path limitations imposed by having a pilot on board: limited
centrifugal loading, long tethers and large flight path radius, as well as high pilot
workload imposed by aircraft coordination. The recent advances in autonomy and
electric propulsion are enablers to the use of unmanned aircraft to perform multiple
aircraft load lifting.
In 2016, Rancourt presented multiple advanced flight paths that efficiently use
the degrees of freedom unique to the tethered aircraft to further reduce the power
required in hover and to perform advancing flight at high equivalent advance ratio.
The inverse dynamic analysis included the dynamic characteristics relevant to the
xxi
identification of the power required. However, important epistemic uncertainty still
remains on the dynamic behavior of the system.
The present dissertation aims at presenting a methodology to select dynamic in-
fluenced design parameters for the system. Among them, the attachment of the tether
on the aircraft and the nominal flight path parameters of the systems are identified
as new design and operational degrees of freedom that have an important impact
on the dynamics of the system. The effects of important variations in suspended
mass throughout the mission due to fuel burn are also considered. In order to in-
form decisions about these parameters, a dynamics-influenced design framework is
presented.
First, a lower-complexity performance evaluation module is implemented as a
means to rapidly differentiate between the various flight path combinations. This
module is based on a quasi-steady formulation with only the wing used as lifting
surface. Second, a dynamic simulation environment that incorporates the main char-
acteristics of the system is developed, while consideration is given to complexity and
runtime. This model is used to evaluate a trimmed-constrained tether attachment
region. Linearization about the trim condition and a conversion to multi-blade co-
ordinates are used to create a dynamic model with a minimal level of complexity,
while representing the fundamental motion of the system during the circular hover
flight phase. The open-loop characteristics of the system are then evaluated for the
system in hover, and requirements on the open-loop further constrain the tether at-
tachment point. An approximation of the states, control input and lift coefficient
during an operation with a constant wind velocity allows to differentiate between
feasible configurations by evaluating a performance criterion. This procedure is re-
peated for multiple flight path parameters and can be used to differentiate between
the optimal configurations. Analogously, for configurations with variable suspended
mass, different flight paths are compared, and an evaluation function is used to find
xxii
an attachment point that represents an appropriate compromise between the different
suspended masses while meeting all the constraints. Finally, a closed-loop formulation
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1.1 Vertical Takeoff and Landing
Since the first production helicopters in the 1940s, helicopters have played an impor-
tant role in society: the possibility to takeoff from unprepared terrain and fly at a
wide range of speed differentiate helicopters from any other vehicle and allowing them
to take on unique missions in civil, commercial and military applications. While the
state-of-the-art in vertical flight technology evolved continuously, some performance
characteristics saw disruptive advances.
First, motivated by the Future Vertical Lift (FVL) initiative and the objective to
fly at 230 knots, new concepts have been proposed to enable this paradigm shift in
forward speed. These include the use of advanced coaxial and tilt rotor systems aimed
at mitigating the limitations related to the use of conventional rotors in advancing
flight [49].
Second, propelled by the advances in electric propulsion and autonomy, there is
a new strong effort to support the development of electric VTOL vehicles. Electric
propulsion allows the use of multiple small electric motors that do not see the weight
penalty due to size related limitations typically affecting internal combustion engines
or turbines. This allows the use of many motors which render the concept space
infinite.
1.1.1 Endurance
Endurance in hover, however, remains an important limit for Vertical Takeoff Land-
ing (VTOL) concepts. The simplest demonstration of this limit is the equation for













With T , the thrust in hover being the weight of the vehicle, A, the disk area, P ,
the required power and FM , the Figure of Merit. Figure of merit covers the other
loss mechanisms, not represented by momentum theory and has a typical value of
0.7-0.9 [63]. For a given weight, a greater rotor area decreases disk loading (T/A), in
return decreases the power to weight required to hover.
Helicopters typically have a lower power at a non-zero advancing velocity, and
endurance is not expressed for hover, but rather at the best endurance speed.
For the purpose of demonstration an equation is derived for the endurance of a
helicopter in hover based on momentum theory. Assuming that fuel burn is a function
of the specific fuel consumption (SFC) and power to hover, the variation of weight
as a function of time becomes Ẇ = −SFC · P [8]. This differential equation can be


























Based on this equation, it can be seen that the disciplines required to achieve long
hover endurance are the following: aerodynamic efficiency of the rotor system through








1.1.2 AHS International Igor I. Sikorsky 24 Hour Hover Challenge and
the Need for Endurance
The endurance limitations of existing helicopters have motivated the most recent
Sikorsky Competition: AHS International Igor I. Sikorsky 24 Hour Hover Challenge
[3, 10], unveiled in May 2016.
The success criteria for the 24 Hour Hover Challenge are the following:
• Hover for 24 hours, in winds smaller than 5 m/s
• Be unmanned, and lift an 80 kg payload, a weight that notionally represents a
pilot
• Transit to three waypoints that are 1 km apart
• During hover, a reference point on the vehicle must stay within a 20 m diameter
sphere.
An analysis presented by Strauss [89] was aimed at evaluating the feasibility of
achieving the objective based on existing configurations. While the endurance of
existing production helicopters is typically in the order of 6 hours, the same helicopters
with no pilots and with the totality of their useful weight assumed as fuel can be up
to 16 hours. The author identified three parameters that can be optimized on existing
configurations consistent with the analysis of the endurance equation: disk loading,
fuel consumption and fuel weight fraction.
The competition objectives are to inspire the next generation of engineers and
the public, but also to stimulate the development of VTOL technology. The scope of
the 24 hour hover challenge is the following : ”The challenge is designed to stretch
the efficiency and reliability of vertical flight aircraft by demonstrating 24 hours of
continuous hovering flight” [3, 59].
Even if the mission proposed in the Challenge guidelines remains conceptual, long
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endurance VTOL flight presents opportunities for multiple applications. Among oth-
ers, the use of a hovering vehicle can be a interesting platform for communication
relays [72]. In the event of natural disasters, the use of temporary communication
towers can be vital to the safety of nearby population. The use of both small remote
controlled helicopters and large helium balloons have been demonstrated as platforms
to carry communication antennas [92]. While both concepts show great advantages,
they also have limitations inherent to their designs: The balloons have an extreme
long endurance, but their deployment is complicated by their sizes and their posi-
tion control is dependant on the winds. In counterparts, the small remote control
helicopter in counterpart are easy to deploy, but have limited endurance and payload
capacity. This comparison illustrates the relevance of a vehicle capable of performing
24 hour hover.
1.2 Multiple Aircraft Tethered to a Shared Load
The 24 Hour Hover Challenge represents the opportunity to generate new VTOL
concepts. Among possible concepts, the use of Multiple Tethered Fixed-Wing Aircraft
presents possible interesting advantages.
The configuration of interest has been introduced as the Electric Powered Re-
configurable Rotor (EPR2) concept [27]. An illustration of the physical components
of the system is shown in Figure 1. The name reconfigurable rotor comes from the
comparison between the aircraft flying over the payload in a circular manner, akin
to a rotor. The reconfigurable aspect is related to the fact that equivalent ”rotor
parameters” such as the radius and angular velocity can be adjusted or reconfigured
throughout the flight to operate in an optimal regime.
1.2.1 Physical Decomposition
The system is comprised of multiple fixed-wing aircraft that are tethered to a shared
fuselage, or payload.
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Structural tether with 
electrical conductors
Tethered aircraft
Fuselage with powerpack, 
payload in fuselage
Thrusters on the 
fuselage
Figure 1: EPR2 concept schematic representation
1.2.1.1 Fuselage
The fuselage represents the body lifted by the aircraft. It contains the useful load, as
well as an electrical power source: either a battery, an engine-generator system or a
hybrid power source. Control surfaces can be positioned on the fuselage body, along
with thrusters to control its motion.
1.2.1.2 Tether
The tethers are the link between the fuselage and the aircraft. They must bear tension
loads as well as transmit electric power.
1.2.1.3 Fuselage-Tether Interface
Since the aircraft are flying in cyclic motion above the fuselage, the tether-fuselage
interface represents an important component of the system. It must be able to transfer
the loads and the electric power from the fuselage frame to the rotating frame of the
tethers.
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Figure 2: Makani Wing 7 Aircraft
1.2.1.4 Aircraft
Unmanned electric aircraft are used to provide lift. The Makani Wing 7 [65], illus-
trated in Figure 2 is an aircraft used for airborne wind power generation that could
be utilized for this application.
1.2.2 Phases of Flight
The concept is characterized by the phases of flight illustrated in Figure 3. First the
aircraft takeoff in a tailsitting configuration. During this phase, the aircraft use the
thrust of their propellers to stay in a stationary flight. At this point, the aircraft only
lift themselves and the tethers.
Second, the aircraft transition to a circular flight path above the fuselage. Note
that the fuselage is still on the ground at this point. The aircraft increase their speed
and angle of attack until enough tension in the tether is provided to lift the payload
off the ground. Hover is the phase of flight where the aircraft fly in circular or near
circular flight path above a stationary fuselage.
The next phase of flight, the advancing circular flight, is described by a relatively
slow motion of the fuselage with respect to the ground. This is accomplished by
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(a) System on the ground (b) Tailsitting takeoff of the
aircraft
(c) Circular flight path of the
aircraft
(d) Takeoff of the fuselage (e) Advancing circular flight (f) Side-by-side forward flight
reconfiguration
Figure 3: Phases of flight of the EPR2 concept
modifying the flight path of the aircraft to generate more tension towards one side or
another.
Finally, the last phase of flight is a side-by-side cruise of the aircraft. This is
accomplished after a transition from the circular flight phase to a linear flight regime.
This flight phase could allow for a more efficient cruise operation. All the phases of
flight are reversed for landing.
1.2.3 Expected Advantages
This system is expected to provide interesting cost, structural, aerodynamic and
propulsive advantages over traditional helicopters.
First, the power required in hover is expected to be greatly reduced compared to
conventional helicopters. This is due to the equivalent disk area being not constrained
to a circle, but rather a large annulus. Preliminary analyses showed an order of
magnitude decrease in disk loading [27,28].
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Also, the system is constituted of relatively simple components already widely
used in different applications. The use of high-speed electrical motors reduces the
weight of the propulsion system by avoiding the need to include a heavy gearbox
and increases the reliability of the system. For example, Makani developed a very
lightweight aircraft capable of similar flight conditions with the objective of flying
over extended periods of time to extract wind power.
Finally, an aircraft wing is not subjected to the same loading as rotor blades. For
example, bending moments along the length of a helicopter blade are important loads
and can increase the required strength of the rotor blade. For the concept of interest
in this paper, the lift on the wing is transferred to tethers that can be attached at
different locations on the wings, hence reducing the bending moment. Moreover, the
wing-mounted propellers eliminate the rotor torque.
1.3 Previous Studies of the EPR2 Concept
The author [27] proposed a methodology to optimize the system level characteristic
in hover to minimize the power required for a given payload weight. It was noted that
this system presented important interdisciplinary coupling, as shown in the selection
of the tether length: On one side, a short tether is light and has small electric losses.
However, a short tether does not necessarily allow a flight radius large enough to have
a good hovering efficiency. A multidisciplinary environment was created to capture
the tradeoffs of such parameters.
In order to address the interdisciplinary coupling highlighted by [27], a subsys-
tem decomposition is performed and the components are used in an integrated opti-
mization formulation. The different forces acting on the vehicle are summed over a
quasi-static equilibrium formulation. A free-body diagram of the system is exposed
on Figure 4. Not shown on the image are the equivalent drag force from the tether,









Figure 4: The forces acting on the aircraft during the hover phases.
to the flight path.
The sub-models developed for the analysis environment were the following:
Propulsion Efficiency A fixed 80% propulsion efficiency was assumed for the mo-
tor and propeller.
Wing Aerodynamics In order to account for aircraft wake interaction, blade-
element-momentum theory (BEMT) was used to calculate the lift and induced drag
coefficients on the wings.
Power Production In order to provide power to the aircraft, a power production
unit was integrated to the payload. The power production was sized based on a power
density assumption.
Tether The tether model assumed a conductor weight model and an insulation
layer. In order to efficiently assess the drag over the tether, the simplified, quasi-
static analytical formulation is used. The deformation of the tether is omitted, and
the shape of the tether is assumed as a straight line. The equivalent drag force and
centrifugal pseudo-force are applied at the upper end of the cable during the hover
9






















Figure 5: The optimization results of the power required and payload lifting capa-
bilities (solid line) and power breakdown (dashed lines).
phase. The equation for both drag and centrifugal pseudo-force can be found in
Demers Bouchard [27].
The optimization problem for the hovering phase was posed as follows:
Maximize: Payload mass
Given: Aircraft Characteristics
With Respect to: α, β, Conductor Diameter , l, VAircraft
Subject to: Cl ≤ Clmax , Preq ≤ Pavailable
The results of the power curve for a system comprised of 2 Makani aircraft are
illustrated in Figure 5. It was observed that this concept presents new loss mecha-
nisms: propulsive losses associated with the propeller efficiency and tether drag. The
preliminary results, however, illustrated that the power to a lift a payload is a lot
smaller than for conventional helicopters, mainly due to the reduced induced power
due to the low disk loading.
For a system operating at the Makani’s aircraft nominal power of 40 kW (20 kW
each), the payload could be 700 kg. For comparison, the Bell 206 helicopter, capable
of lifting a slung load of 907 kg, is powered by a 310 kW engine.
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1.4 Observations
The preliminary analysis showed that the EPR2 concept presents interesting capa-
bilities, specifically with respect to the power to payload weight ratio. Rancourt also
presented interesting ways to make use of the new degrees of freedom to perform
efficiently the various phases of flight.
In order to focus on the factors that are likely to play an important role on the
power curve, the existing analyses assumed simplified aircraft dynamics and assumed
trajectory tracking. Consequently, important uncertainty remains related to its dy-
namic characteristics and how it can respond to disturbances. Observations on the
characteristics of the systems and comparison to existing vehicles outline this uncer-
tainty:
Disk Loading As discussed in the previous section, the low power requirement in
hover of the EPR2 system can be linked to the very low equivalent disk loading proper
to the circular flight path. In counterpart, helicopters that have a low disk loading
are typically more sensitive to environmental disturbances such as gusts.
Mass Ratio One of the advantages of this proposed configuration is the low empty
weight fraction, explained by the use of lightweight aircraft. This leads to a partic-
ular weight ratio between the aircraft and the stationary load, where neither of the
elements’ contribution to the dynamics can be omitted.
Degrees of Freedom The flight path leads to multiple flight conditions that can
be used to minimize the power requirement. From a dynamic point of view, the
degrees of freedom can also be used advantageously to control the system and achieve
a desired flight state.
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Collaboration Unlike for the pitch motion of helicopter blades that is dictated
by the swash plate, the tethered aircraft perform independent maneuvers that must
be coordinated by an external means. This allows for more degrees of freedom, but
increases the complexity of a possible control system.
In light of the previous observations, this present work intends to provide a frame-
work which enables informed design decision for the development of the tethered
aircraft influenced by unusual dynamics:
Research Objective:
Provide a framework to analyze the dynamics-driven design decisions of a system
comprised of multiple aircraft tethered to a shared load during hovering, circular
flight.
The rest of this document is organized as follows:
• Chapter 2 presents the literature review of systems presenting analogous char-
acteristics
• Chapter 3 describes the research objective and research questions
• Chapter 4 defines the methodology utilized to fulfill the research objectives
• Chapter 5 presents the implementation of the methodology and the salient
results




BACKGROUND AND LITERATURE REVIEW
Chapter 1 introduced the use multiple tethered aircraft to lift a shared payload as a
potential architecture to perform long endurance VTOL missions. However, it was
identified that the dynamic characteristics and their impact on the design decisions
are not clearly understood.
To gain insight on the system dynamics, the first part of this chapter will provide
an overview of existing tethered systems. The second part of this chapter will present
details on dynamics considerations for the design of aerospace systems.
2.1 Tethered Systems Review
2.1.1 Single Fixed-Wing Aircraft Deployment
Existing work has been done to assess the use of tethered manned aircraft to vertically
lift a payload. First, the use of single aircraft payload deployment has been proposed.
To provide VTOL capability, the aircraft can fly over a circular flight path and use
the verticallity property of the tether to obtain a limited tether tip displacement.
Williams developed dynamic tether models to analyze the single aircraft config-
uration [101, 104, 105]. In a first analysis, he evaluated the combinations of tether
length, flight path radius and aircraft angular velocity around the orbit center that
minimize the tether tip displacement. This allowed to find optimal configurations
based on practical aircraft limitations. The models were also used to study the fun-
damental modes of motion of the cable system, and the solutions were compared to
experimental simulations.
For a payload pickup mission, the single aircraft can transition from a cruise
condition to a pickup maneuver, during which the aircraft will turn, reducing the
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(a) Cable shape that minimizes tip displacement (b) Cable shape composite image during a tow
in maneuver
Figure 6: Single aircraft deployment [104,105]
tether tip velocity and altitude. Williams proposed flight a path during the transition
to minimize the tether tip displacement.
In order to obtain the verticality property of the tether, a long tether is required.
Williams studied tether lengths in the order of 1-5 km. This system is very simple,
however, the limited displacement at the tip relies on the aerodynamic damping of
the tether. Consequently, this system presents high sensitivity to wind gusts, and
does not allow rapid maneuverability of the cable tip.
Multiple solutions were also proposed to reduce the tip displacement, such as the
inclusion of a drogue chute at the tip, or the installation of masses and rigid body
along the tether length to modify the tether dynamics [9, 20,23,86,87,90,91].
2.1.2 Multiple Manned Aircraft Deployment
The use of multiple aircraft has also been proposed to perform load lifting [5, 6, 40,
41, 53, 73, 102, 107]. Since the aircraft do not perform VTOL, they typically do not
start the mission tethered to each other, which poses a challenge for the rendezvous
of multiple tethers. Multiple solutions were proposed to attach the tethers once the
aircraft are in the air which represents a complex task.
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Williams and Ockels [102,103] also developed a numerical simulation environment
for a multiple aircraft system lifting a shared payload. Similar to the work on a
single aircraft, the models were used to find optimal configuration and study the
dynamic modes. Due to the use of long tethers, the dynamic modes include important
contributions of the cable motion.
In 1983, the use of multiple manned aircraft to lift a payload vertically was demon-
strated in a flight test reported by Wilson [106]. Two general aviation aircraft, flying
over a circular flight radius of 600 ft were used to lift a 60 lb payload. The author’s
analysis showed that larger aircraft can be used for the task, and that the slung load
could weigh up to 15-20% of the aircraft gross weight. Additional visual aids were in-
stalled on the inner wingtip of each aircraft, including a mirror and flight instruments
to help the pilot fly without having to look inside the cockpit.
This flight test underlined the potential of the concept. However, the use of
manned aircraft imposes limitations on the capability. The coordination of the aircraft
imposes a great workload on the pilots. The tethered load introduces particular
dynamics in the system new to aircraft pilots. Moreover, the operation in advancing
flight (or stationary flight with respect to the ground in a windy condition) might be
very difficult to realize due to the complex coordination between the aircraft, and the
cyclic control input typical to the quasi-circular flight path.
2.1.3 Previous analyses on the EPR2
2.1.3.1 SWARM: System Level Design and Analysis
In 2017, the American Helicopter Society student design competition’s topic was
the Sikorsky 24 hour hover challenge [4]. The joint Georgia Tech and Universite de
Sherbrooke graduate submission, the Swarm aircraft, utilized the ERP2 concept [13].
The fuselage designed by the student team is shown in 7. The concept utilized a diesel
engine as the power source, coupled to an electric generator to send the electrical
power to the aircraft. The study approximated the hover endurance to 28 hours.
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(a) (b)
Figure 7: The submission of the joint Georgia Tech and Universite de Sherbrooke
graduate team for the 2017 AHS student design competition: the Swarm aircraft
2.1.3.2 Higher Level of Fidelity Analysis and Advanced Flight Path
Due to the presence of a flexible flight path, the system has an infinite number of
degrees of freedom. To take advantage of those degrees of freedom, Rancourt proposed
the use of advanced flight paths to minimize the power to hover and maximize the
load lifting capability in forward flight [77–79].
2.1.3.3 Flight Path Optimization Framework
The aerodynamic interaction of the aircraft was identified as an important aspect of
the performance of the system. Rancourt proposed an environment that takes into
account the aerodynamic interaction and allows an optimization of the flight path for
various operating conditions.
The environment is a multidisciplinary flight path optimization tool that also
leverages multifidelity analyses. The flight path of the aircraft was parametrized by a
Fourier series. This allows to take into account a varying aircraft velocity and radial
position as a function of the azimuthal angle.
The aircraft flight path is analyzed by a dynamic tether model coupled to a fuse-
lage aerodynamic model. The aircraft velocities and the required aircraft aerodynamic
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forces as a function of time are then extracted. This formulation removes the require-
ment of an iterative dynamic solver because all the forces are imposed to follow the
prescribed motions.
An aerodynamic model of the wing was then used to provide the required forces.
Two models were used: a lifting-line aerodynamic approximation, and a lifting line
with wake consolidation model for the far wake. Given the required aerodynamic
forces, the aircraft orientation is found, as well as the aileron deflection leading to no
rolling moment. Finally, a propeller model is used to find the instantaneous propeller
angular velocity that gives the required thrust.
Within the dynamic solution, some assumptions were used to allow this inverse
dynamics simulation:
1. This is possible only for the use of 3 tethered aircraft, as the forces acting the
fuselage must be at equilibrium at each timestep. More than 3 aircraft lead to
a dynamic indetermination and less than 3 aircraft does not assure equilibrium
of the fuselage.
2. The aircraft are assumed as a point mass, so there is no rigid body rotational
dynamics calculation. Instead, the body angles are imposed at each time step
without external moments applied. The pitch and roll angles are assumed so
that the required lift force is applied on the aircraft. The yaw angle is assumed
so that there is no sideslip.
3. Only the aircraft wings are assumed as lifting surfaces.
4. Only the differential aileron deflection is analyzed as a control input. The
deflections are assumed so that there is no rolling moment at the center of
mass of the aircraft. The nominal rolling moment on the wing is a product of
multiple factors, including the influence of the wake, the non-uniform apparent
wind velocity on the wing due to the high turn rate as well as roll rate.
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Figure 8: Flight path in hover that limits the negative impact of induced velocity on
power required [77].
2.1.3.4 Optimized flight path
In hover, flying over a circular flight path creates a downwash over the area where the
aircraft fly, which impacts the performance of the system negatively. The proposed
flight path shown in Figure 8 includes cyclic radial variation of the flight path. This
operation creates an apparent increase in effective disk area and it was evaluated as
allowing a 10-15% reduction of power required compared to a circular flight path.
In advancing flight, a circular flight path leads to the typical limitations seen
by helicopter of retreating blade stall: the aircraft on the advancing side sees high
apparent wind velocity which translate to high dynamic pressure and consequently
a great potential to generate lift. On the retreating side, the opposite is true: the
apparent wind velocity is decreased, and so is the potential to generate lift. Due to
the requirement to have lateral force balance, this can limit the load lifting capability
in forward flight or limit advance ratio. This problem is amplified for the EPR2, as
the low aircraft velocity leads to very high advance ratios for relatively low fuselage
velocity.
In order to get past this limitation, the proposed flight path by Rancourt was a
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non-circular flight path with a tilt of the equivalent tip-path plane, the plane which
holds the aircraft flight path. Figure 9 sows the optimal flight path for a system with
an advancing velocity of 15 m/s.
The lateral force balance is accomplished by having the retreating part of the flight
path being farther out than the advancing side, and changing the equivalent angular
velocity as a function of the azimuthal angle. The Figure 10 shows the associated
aircraft states.
2.1.3.5 Observations on the Flight Path Optimization Framework
Many observations can be made from the results in [77]:
• It can be noted that the lift coefficient has a maximal value of 2. This is a large
value for a fixed wing aircraft, but it was reported that Makani aircraft for
example, were able to operate at such high lift coefficient value, namely due to
the presence of a flapped airfoil. It was noted in the other preliminary analysis
that operation as close to the maximum lift coefficient as possible leads to less
power required.
• The aircraft true airspeed varies between approximately 20 to 36 m/s, which
is a relatively low variation for a condition where the fuselage flies at 15 m/s.
This relatively low airspeed variation is achieved by adjusting the advanced
flight path.
• During a period, there is tether tension variations of a factor of 2.
• One of the observations made by Rancourt was that if a flight path following
approach is used to control the aircraft, a very small error in the position of
the aircraft in the direction of the tether length will result in a very large force
mismatch. The recommendation was to include a tether force sensor as a sensor
part of the control system.
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(b) Isometric view of the flight path in the fixed
frame
t = 0 sec
t = 7.94 sec
t = 2 sec
t = 4 sec
t = 6 sec
(c) Top view of the flight path in the moving
frame
Figure 9: Optimal flight path for a 15 m/s advancing flight proposed by Rancourt.
[77]
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(a) Bank angle (b) Lift coefficient (c) Tether tension
(d) Aircraft true airspeed (e) Aileron deflection (f) Aircraft pitch angle
Figure 10: Salient characteristics of the advancing flight path proposed by Rancourt
[77].
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Figure 11: Power curve of the 3 Makani aircraft system lifting a 800 kg fuselage [77].
This environment optimized the flight path for various advancing speeds, and
extracted the related power curve. The power curve for the use of 3 Makani Wing 7
aircraft lifting a 800 kg fuselage is illustrated in Figure 11.
These flight paths allow efficient advancing flight. Because the system allows a
continuous operation from hover to higher speed advancing flight, this allows for a
transition to a side-by-side forward flight with no variation in fuselage speed. In order
to perform the side-by-side forward flight, the fuselage has to be accelerated to at
least a velocity greater than the one associated with the stall of the aircraft. Because
the fuselage can be accelerated while the aircraft are still in a quasi-circular flight
regime, the transition to side-by-side does not require a large thrust impulse during
the transition. These characteristics make the EPR2 configuration very attractive.
2.1.3.6 Experimental Demonstration
In its paper, Chapdelaine [19] presented the lifting capabilities of a single remote
controlled aircraft tethered to a fixed load cell on the ground. The analysis explored
different operating conditions, incorporated experimental results for the benefit of
performance modeling. The author demonstrated successfully the high lift to empty
weight capacity of a single tethered aircraft.
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Figure 12: Schematic representation of the centrifugally stiffened rotor (CSR)
2.1.3.7 Forward Flight Configuration
The performance in forward flight has been studied by Cormier [22]. The analysis used
an optimizer to find the operating parameters that lead to minimal power required.
The model included aerodynamic interaction between two aircraft in a side-by-side
formation, lifting a shared tethered load.
2.1.4 Centrifugally Stiffened Rotor
The centrifugally stiffened rotor (CSR), also referred to as Tethered Uni-Rotor Net-
work (TURN) is a concept proposed in various articles, notably Selfridge and Moore
[70,81–83] and by Gamzon [40,41]. Aircraft are tethered from their wingtips, and fly
in a circle to lift a payload. as shown on Figure 12. Some authors proposed the use
of conventional aircraft, and Selfridge and Moore [83] also presented a design with
specifically tailored aircraft to be used in the concept.
The concept is similar to the EPR2, where multiple unmanned aircraft are used
to lift a tethered load. The important difference lies in the impact of the attachment
point on the mode of flight. Due to the attachment point located on the wingtip, the
roll dynamics are tightly coupled with the tether tension.
Selfridge performed the development of a dynamic model of the system, including
a discretized dynamic tether model. Selfridge proposed an interesting analogy for the
dynamic assessment of the system: the multiple moving parts constitute a complex
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problem to analyze when the vehicle is considered as a whole, similar to how the busy
traffic on a highway can be mesmerizing when viewed from the air. However, the
traffic behavior can be understood a lot easier if each car is considered independently,
if all drivers follow a set of predefined rules. This analogy motivated the multi-level
structure of the controller.
The outermost control level, referred to as Outer-Loop control, controls the motion
of the payload, by generating the desired forces acting on the hub in the inertial frame.
To perform a vertical translation, a collective command in z-component of the force





To perform a translation in plane, a command of the in inplane force is supplied












The second layer of control is the Inner-Loop, which aims at tracking the desired
individual tether forces. This controller was based on output feedback tracking and
is applied for each aircraft.
Selfridge identified two modes of generating both vertical forces and in-plane
forces, each with their respective response speed. Additional vertical forces on the
tether can be generated by increasing the pitch of the aircraft (rapid time constant),
as well as increasing the velocity of the aircraft (slower time constant). Similarly,
the horizontal component of the tether force in can be modified by rudder actua-
tion (rapid time constant) as well as a tilt of the aircraft flight path plan (slower
time constant). The actuation modes were mixed based on their response time by
complementary filtering.
Finally, the innermost controller level is the aircraft attitude controller, that aims
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at tracking the aircraft states. This controller is a based on state feedback. The
author identified that uncertainty in the tether dynamic model model might affect
the performance of the closed-loop system and included a model reference adaptive
control.
The motivation behind the choice of this controller architecture is that it effectively
removes the requirement to assess the coupling between the different parts of the
system in the development of the controller.
Numerical implementation of the of the aircraft attitude controller and the Inner-
Loop were published [70,83] with the aircraft attached to a fixed point on the ground
and submitted to wind disturbance. However, to the knowledge of the author, there is
no available simulation results of the whole system, i.e. there is no demonstration of
the Outer-Loop controller guiding the motion of a payload supported by the aircraft.
2.1.5 Helicopter Dual Lift
The use of multiple helicopter to lift a shared load, referred to as Dual Lift, has been
analyzed since the 1970’s [57].
The main expected advantages of using multiple aircraft is to expand the lift
capabilities of a helicopter fleet without having to design and build a larger and
expansive helicopter to complete a small number of flights.
Two concepts were proposed to lift the system: the pendant and the spreader
bar configurations as shown in Figure 13, each having their advantages and draw-
backs. Due to the action of the load to pull the helicopters together, the pendant
configuration sees a penalty in lift available due to the need for the helicopter to
counter balance the inward force. The Spreader Bar configuration allows the heli-
copters to keep their thrust vector vertical. However, the truss structure used to
keep the helicopters apart can be relatively large and heavy compared. The dynamic
characteristics of each configuration are also different due to the presence or absence
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(a) Pendant configuration (b) Spreader bar configuration
Figure 13: Dual lift helicopter configurations
Figure 14: Dual lift configuration with formation angle
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of the spreader bar.
Among the wide body of reasearch on the dual-lift helicopter concept [21,67], some
authors presented different method to control the pendant configuration, highlighted
in the present section.
First, Mittal [69] presented an approach to control a system in the pendant con-
figuration. A nonlinear plant inversion controller was used as an external loop to the
existing Flight Control System. A dynamic simulation environment based on Newton
dynamics was used to retrieve equations of motion. The equations of motion were
simplified and symmetry was used to perform a reduced-order modal analysis for both
the pendant and spreader bar configurations.
Mittal then proposed a controller for the payload position. He used a non-linear
plant inversion controller as an outer loop to the existing stability augmentation
system. This new outer loop was aimed at controlling the average longitudinal and
lateral position of the helicopters and the vertical position of the load. An additional
output was used in the proposed formulation: the difference between the payload
longitudinal position and the average helicopter longitudinal position, as well as the
difference between the payload lateral position and the average helicopter lateral
position. Due to the presence of parametric uncertainty, such as the uncertainty on
the load weight, the nonlinear model was also developed as an adaptatively plant
inversion controller.
Second, Kondak et al. [62] proposed a different approach for the controller for mul-
tiple unmanned rotorcraft lifting a tethered load in 2007. The proposed formulation is
a cascade control, with a nonlinear plant inversion of the multiple helicopters system.
In order to overcome the limitations due to parameter uncertainties, a reading of the
tether tension and tether orientation with respect to the helicopter was used as part
of the controller. In 2007, a system comprised of 3 unmanned helicopters was used
to lift a payload of 5kg over a distance of 53.7m.
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Finally, Berrios et al. [14] studied the implementation of a controller on R-MAX
unmanned helicopters, in 2014. Nonlinear equation of motion of the pendant con-
figuration were developed using Newton-Euler method, keeping the option of having
elastic or inelastic cable, as well the option to model the load as a point mass or a
rigid body. The linearized equations of motion allowed the author to identify the
dynamic modes of the pendant system. Different formation angles of the helicopter
as shown in Figure 14 were studied.
Each R-MAX helicopter was already individually equipped with a flight control
system (FCS). The author developed a new control loop that builds upon the exist-
ing FCS control signal. The new control block uses aircraft states such as aircraft
attitude, aircraft attitude rate, vertical velocity, as well as new information specific
to the system such as roll and pitch angle of the cables, roll and pitch angular rate
of the cables, lateral and longitudinal helicopter separation and lateral and longi-
tudinal helicopter separation rate. The new control loop was developed using the
multi-objective optimization tool CONDUIT, based on the ADS33 stability and per-
formance specifications [97].
In addition to the dynamics and control assessment, Berrios et al. [14] proposed
a metric that quantify the loss of thrust due to the pendant configuration geometry:
pendant penalty fraction (PPF). It represents ”the ratio of the helicopter’s non-vertical
thrust to the percentage of the load weight the helicopter is required to lift” [14]. For
their analysis, a separation distance of 2 rotor diameter, with individual cable length
of 2 rotor diameters led to a PFF of 5%.
2.1.6 Airborne Wind Energy and Tethered Kites
Tethered aircraft have been used for many other applications than load lift in including
airborne wind energy. Airborne wind energy (AWE) uses various flying systems to
extract wind power, including tethered aircraft [31]. Two main categories can be used
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to classify them: on-board power generation, ground based generation and providing a
tethered forces to a moving anchoring vehicle. Regardless of the classes, the dynamics
and control represents an important of the analysis.
2.1.6.1 Dynamic Modeling
Most of the dynamic models were used for simulation, a study of the open loop
characteristics of an inflatable tethered aircraft was carried out by Terink [93]. The
aircraft has no control surfaces, and is attached to the ground through a single line,
attached to a two-line bridle. Terink modeled the tethered aircraft as a 6 DOF system,
a rigid, massless tether, strip theory to evaluate aerodynamics forces and moments,
and the equations of motion were solved with Lagrange dynamics.
The analysis of the system includes the longitudinal and lateral dynamics of the
tethered aircraft independently. It was noted for static stability analysis, the tether
tension plays a important part in the stability. The tether tension was compared as
moving the equivalent center of gravity. Due to the contribution of the tether tension
on the equilibrium condition, the stability of that system is affected by the wind
speed.
Finally, the impact of the aircraft physical parameters were evaluated on the open-
loop behavior, including the inertia, the vertical tail area, the length of the tailboom,
the dihedral angle, wind velocity and attachment location.
2.1.6.2 Controls
Many projects studied the controls of tethered aircraft, with some including experi-
mental results. [12, 17,18,34,36–39,44,45,51,64,68,100].
Among the systems of interest, Makani Power [99] developed a system based on
the use of a single aircraft tethered to a ground station that flies over a quasi-circular
flight path, in the plane perpendicular to the wind. The wind powers the aircraft
on its flight path, while the propellers extract some power which is sent through the
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Figure 15: The Makani Wing 7 in Flight [99]. Top picture is a superposition of
multiple images from the flight
tether to the ground station.
This concept presents similarity to the EPR2 system since similar aircraft fly
over a relatively complex flight path, which can be reconfigured as a function of
the operating conditions such as the wind speed and orientation to optimize the
operation. However, the use of a single aircraft introduces an important difference in
the objective of the system, as there is no need to perform collaborative control of an
external body.
Zanon and Gros [46, 99, 110, 111] proposed an architecture based on a non-linear
Model Predictive Controller, and a Moving Horizon Estimator for the control and
state estimation for an this type of AWE. This system was aimed at optimizing the
operation to maximize the power output.
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2.2 Dynamic considerations in the design of aerospace sys-
tems
The dynamics and controls of aerospace vehicle are an important aspects of their
overall design since their inception. Single main rotor helicopter, for example, were
successful flights once the Bell stabilizer bar was included on the main rotor and
provided the pilot a system that he could adequately control.
Since then, a lot of knowledge has been gained on aircraft dynamics, and on the
operator’s ability to pilot an aircraft. Moreover, advances in electronics has allowed to
create systems that are highly augmented and even unmanned. The following section
will provide a background in the handling qualities of manned aircraft and dynamic
considerations in the design of highly augmented and unmanned aircraft.
2.2.1 Handling Qualities
2.2.1.1 Manned Aircraft Handling
Extensive knowledge has been developed over the year on the required handling quali-
ties for rotorcraft. The Aeronautical Design Standard Performance Specification Han-
dling Quality Requirement for Military Rotorcraft [29,50,58,97] contains the handling
requirements for piloted helicopters. The Level of handling qualities shall be a com-
bination of the two distinct methods of assessment, Predicted Levels and Assigned
Levels. An example are the limits on pitch oscillations, as shown in Figure 16.
The assigned levels are determined by test pilots who complete a series of mission-
tasks elements, or maneuver, and use the Cooper-Harper Handling Qualities Rating.
The Predicted Levels are obtained by comparing the predicted helicopter dynamics
to a series of requirements. These requirements take many forms: response bandwidth
and time delay, closed-loop eigenvalues, large amplitude nonlinear responses, and
inter-axis coupling, among others. The requirements differ on the different axes, and















Figure 16: Limits on pitch oscillations, adapted from ADS-33 [97]
Analogous requirements for fixed-wing aircraft are developed in the Military Spec-
ification Flying Qualities of Piloted Airplanes (Mil-F-8785) [1, 71].
2.2.1.2 Highly Augmented Aircraft and Unmanned Aircraft Control Systems Re-
quirements
The use of augmented flight controls opened the possibility to modify the tailor the
aircraft characteristics by including stability augmentation system. The handling
requirements are now applied to the combined aircraft and stability augmentation
system.
Using augmentation systems and relaxing the aircraft open-loop dynamic require-
ment and has opened to many vehicle-level performance, including, but not limited
to [30,33,80]:
• Load alleviation
• Structural mode control




Multiple methods have been proposed to generate a stability augmentation system
that lead to adequate handling qualities. Some methods in particular pose the gain
tuning problem as as a optimization problem: minimize the performance metrics of
crossover frequency and actuator activity, while maintaining level 1 design criteria
[94–96,109].
Some methods have also been proposed to simultaneously size physical design
features concurrently with generating the control law.
The use of highly augmented aircraft and unmanned aircraft introduces a different
approach: The control law it not governed by matching handling qualities, but they
are governed by aircraft-level requirements.
In the book chapter Command and Control of Autonomous Unmanned Vehicles,
How et at. [52] note that fundamental challenge in the design of unmanned control
system remains the same : determine what are the design objectives. Moreover, the
authors note that the design and control strategies developed for manned aircraft
may be overly conservative for unmanned system.
Among other considerations for the development of the augmented systems other
others have noted: [30, 80]
• Actuator magnitude and rate saturation
• Excessive feedback of sensor noise and bias
• Maximum aerodynamic coefficient
• Structural limit during a maneuver
The design of the control systems has to be done concurrently with the aircraft
design.
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2.3 Observations from Literature
Previous work on the use of multiple aircraft tethered to a shared payload has shown
that this concept has the potential for efficient, long endurance load lifting. Moreover,
manned aircraft flight tests have already been performed on this concept. The use
of lighter unmanned aircraft, supported by the advances in autonomy, might be an
enabler for higher performance, long endurance flight. Detail analysis of the flight
paths and the aerodynamic interaction between the aircraft has underlined the load
lifting capabilities of such a concept.
Aircraft used for airborne wind energy generation have demonstrated capabilities
and flight phase similar to the the one required by shared load lifting: lightweight,
electric powered system with autonomous flight capabilities. While those concepts
have been studied in details, the dynamics of the the system lifting a shared payload
presents new characteristics: the motion of the aircraft are coupled through the load
motion. The framework developed for the CSR, an analogous concept using teth-
ered aircraft, aimed at limiting the contribution of the tethered load by including
a controller that would negate its motion. However, this process does not allow to
understand the dynamic modes of the system, hence limiting the understanding. Fi-
nally, the study of manned aircraft lifting a shared load lead to long tethers, with very
large flight radius. The equilibrium configurations are characterized by large tether
deflection, and the dynamic modes of the system are dominated by tether motion.
This review of the existing literature shows a gap in the understanding of the
dynamic related considerations for systems comprised of multiple aircraft lifting a




As described in the previous sections and as demonstrated in the literature, the EPR2
concept presents interesting expected advantages. However, the lack of knowledge on
the dynamic behavior needs to be addressed. While in the literature approaches
were presented to evaluate and optimize the flight path to minimize power, there is
a fundamental gap in the understanding of the dynamic behavior of the system.
3.1 Research Objective
The overarching research objective of the present research is the following:
Research Objective:
Provide a framework to analyze the dynamics-driven design decisions of a system
comprised of multiple aircraft tethered to a shared load during hovering, circular
flight.
The system has multiple dynamics-related objectives - the following list outlines
some of the most important, and Figure 17 illustrates schematically some of them:
• Assure stability of both the aircraft and the fuselage
• Control the payload position in hover
• Provide disturbance rejection to wind gust and sensor noise
• Enable aircraft coordination and avoid collision
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Figure 17: Controller constraints and objectives
• Minimize power required
• Respect actuation margin: Control surface maximum deflection and propeller
RPM
• Maintain the tether under tension
• Respect aerodynamic coefficients limit and avoid stall
Some of the objectives might be conflicting. For example, it might be possible
that a maneuver which minimizes the fuselage displacement requires more power than
a maneuver that induces more fuselage motion. One of the additional observations
made on the system is that there is no explicit aircraft state requirement.
The key disciplines at the heart of the research objective are dynamics, design
and control.
Dynamics The first important discipline involved in the research objective is dy-
namics. This discipline is required namely to model the system and to evaluate the
open loop characteristics of the system. While previous analyses outlined in the lit-
erature review attempted to evaluate and optimize the power of the system, some







Figure 18: Schematic representation of the canonical problem
Design The system presents new degree of freedom in the design of the system. In
the context of a long endurance hover vehicle, the performance consideration for the
new design variables have to be part of the overall system design.
Control As illustrated in the presentation of the concept, the aircraft have to be
unmanned in order to be able to perform complex and coordinated flight. Conse-
quently, the discipline of control is an important part of the dynamic performance of
the system.
3.2 Canonical Problem
In order to understand some of the dynamics, control and design considerations, a
simpler problem, referred to as the canonical problem is being proposed, as shown in
Figure 18.
The problem of interest consists of a load shared by two aircraft for which only
the longitudinal motion is considered. The nominal geometric characteristics of the
system are shown in Table 4. This problem allows to perform exploration of the
analysis method with reduced complexity, while maintaining some relevant dynamic
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Table 4: Canonical problem parameters
System characteristics Description
Tether length 15 m
Nominal Fuselage velocity (−ẋ) 20 m/s
Aircraft mass (each) 1 kg
Fuselage mass 2 kg
Span 2 m
Chord 0.3 m
Pitch inertia 0.5 kgm2
characteristics.
There are 6 degrees of freedom : the payload position x and z, the β angle for
each cable (2) and one pitch angle θ per aircraft (2). This adds to 12 states when
considering their time derivatives. Each aircraft has 2 control input: propeller RPM
and elevator deflection δe for a total of 4 control input. The equations of motions
were obtained by solving the Lagrange equations.
3.2.0.1 Open-Loop Characteristics
A linearization of the equations of motion of the canonical example system was per-
formed around the trimmed condition. The system is characterized by the following
equation, expressed in the form ẋ = Ax + Bu. Coefficients of the matrices can be
found in A.
The natural frequency and a schematic representation of the associated eigenvec-
tors are shown in Figure 19 and Table 5.
It can be seen, first, that all modes are stable. Moreover, there are two sets of
modes: a low-frequency set and a high-frequency set. The lowest frequency mode is
comprised of an up-and-down motion of the whole system, similar to a phugoid mode.
The second is characterized by an opening-and closing of the tether angle, analogous
to the motion of a pair of scissors. This mode was also identified in the Dual-Lift
Helciopter concept. Finally, the third mode is similar to a pendulum motion of the
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Table 5: Dynamic modes characteristics of the canonical problem
Mode Description Eigenvalue Frequency (rad/s)
Mode 1: Phugoid approx −0.1809− 0.2399i 0.0478
Mode 2: Scissor −0.3793 + 1.0553i 1.1214
Mode 3: Pendulum −0.1551 + 1.6213i 1.6287
Aircraft Mode A −10.8862− 18.7129i 21.6491
Aircraft Mode B −19.6761 + 14.1385i 24.229
(a) Mode 1 (b) Mode 2 (c) Mode 3
Figure 19: Schematic representation of the eigenvectors
suspended mass.
The two high-frequency modes are characterized mainly by aircraft pitching mo-
tion, either in phase or out-of-phase. The two sets of modes have a large spectral
separation: a factor of 10 separates the low and the high frequency modes.
3.3 Assumptions
The following assumptions are included in this thesis in order to provide an adequate
modeling framework to fulfill the research objective.
Number of aircraft The number of aircraft will be kept constant through the
analysis. Rancourt studied the use of 3 aircraft due to the constraint imposed by the
inverse dynamic analysis. Selfridge used 4 aircraft as he noted that an even number
of rotor represented an interesting option for his cyclic control implementation.
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For the current analysis, the smallest number of aircraft is desirable to limit the
complexity. As highlighted in the review of existing concepts, the use of a single
aircraft is not of interest for this thesis as it requires very long tethers to achieve a
stationary payload.
The use of two aircraft was also discarded, as it presents fundamental differences in
the analysis compared to a three or more aircraft systems [54]. The explanation relies
in the fact that the dynamic of a system with three or more aircraft can be analyzed in
the nonrotating frame by decomposing the motion in a series of nonrotating degrees of
freedom including a sine and cosine modes (cyclic), while the motion of a system with
only two aircraft is done differently. The absence of sine and cosine modes creates a
different requirement when analyzing the motion of the aircraft coupled to the load.
Details about the non rotating degrees of freedom are provided in the next chapters.
In other words, the analysis of a system with three aircraft has more in common
with the system that has four aircraft than the system that has only two. For the
remainder of this thesis, the number of aircraft is assumed to be three.
Fixed aircraft configuration The aircraft design is assumed as constant. The
design and analysis of the system will be with respect to the new design degree of
freedom allowed by the configuration, not from the typical aircraft parameters.
Fuselage design As represented in Figure 1, the fuselage can take multiple shapes
and include features like aerodynamic control surfaces or thrusters. However, for the
scope of this work, the payload is assumed to have no actuation devices.
Tether length As described in Chapter 1, optimal operating conditions will vary
based on the payload mass. Having an adjustable tether length throughout the mis-
sion can present possible advantages. However, for the scope of this thesis, the tether
length is assumed as fixed once the system is off the ground. This assumption limits
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the number of variables, as well as supports a simpler design for the fuselage-tether
interface, which already represents a complex mechanical system.
Autonomy and Control Architecture The 24 hour hover challenge [3] allows
flexibility on the autonomy level: “During a Prize Flight, the Aircraft shall fly au-
tonomously and/or receive commands from a Controller.”
Many definitions exist for the different levels of autonomy. The following list was
proposed by Dalamagkidis [25] and is compatible with the four operational modes
described in the Federal Agencies Ad Hoc Autonomy Levels for Unmanned Systems
(ALFUS) Working Group (WG) report [7]:
• Remotely piloted: A certified pilot remotely controls the system either within
LOS or with feedback from the UA sensors.
• Remotely operated (semiautonomous): The UA is given high-level com-
mands (waypoints, objects to track, etc.), and its performance is monitored by
a trained operator. In this case the flying is performed by the UA itself, but all
the decision making is delegated to a human.
• Fully autonomous: The UA is given general tasks and is capable of deter-
mining how to accomplish them, even at the face of unforeseen events. It can
also monitor its health and take remedial action after the occurrence of faults.
For the scope of this thesis, the system is assumed to be remotely operated (semi-
autonomous). An operator on the ground would provide the system with way points
to follow via a remote control station [24]. This would be used to fly the triangular
flight pattern required to fulfill the 24 Hover Challenge.
Coherent with the level of autonomy of the system, it is assumed that a controller
on board will assure a controlled and stable flight. As presented in the previous
chapters, there exist multiple control architectures for a system with multiple aircraft.
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The control architecture assumed for this system is a centralized controller [66,98].
This assumption is supported by the fact that the aircraft are dynamically coupled
together. The information about their current state is relevant to the other aircraft
beyond achieving a mission-type requirement: it is needed to maintain flight.
3.4 Research Questions
3.4.1 Tether attachment point
The first observation arouse from the physical decomposition of the system: As de-
scribed in the previous section, the tether attachment point on the aircraft represents
a new design degree of freedom when compared to the design of a single fixed wing
aircraft. Moreover, because the aircraft are operating on circular flight paths, there
is no more need to keep the parameters symmetric about the x-z plane.
With this new degree of design freedom, there is a need to understand the under-
lying limitations of the attachment point:
Research Question 1:
What are the benefits of placing the tether attachment point off the center of gravity?
As a thought experiment, the longitudinal static stability of three configurations
are compared: a typical fixed-wing aircraft in cruise, a fixed-wing aircraft in cruise
lifting a tethered load, and finally, a fixed-wing aircraft, tethered to the ground. The
three cases are illustrated on Figure 20
Conventional Fixed-Wing Configuration The aircraft center of gravity envelop
can be expressed as a function of the static margin, which is defined as the distance
between the neutral point and the center of gravity of the aircraft [35]. A typical





























(c) Configuration 3: Fixed wing aircraft lifting a tethered load
Figure 20: Comparison of three configurations: conventional fixed-wing aircraft,
fixed-wing aircraft tethered to the ground and fixed wing aircraft lifting a tethered
load
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Having the center of gravity in front the neutral point allows the aircraft to have
positive longitudinal stability. The demonstration of longitudinal stability involves
the summation of moment about the center of gravity around the longitudinal axis
y, as shown noon Figure 20.
∑
Mycg = Maero − Ld1 (6)
Where d1 denotes the distance between the center of gravity and the aircraft
aerodynamic center. The aircraft aerodynamic center is defined as the location
where there is no variation of coefficient of aerodynamic moment with angle of at-
tack ∂Cmaero/∂α = 0 for the whole aircraft. Assuming that L = qsCL, and that







For a positive static stability, there is a need to have a negative value of ∂My/∂α,
hence a center of gravity forward of the aerodynamic center (d1 > 0).
Fixed-Wing Aircraft Tethered to the Ground For an aircraft tethered to
ground, the location of the attachment point also impacts the dynamics of the aircraft.
As a thought experiment, the case represents an aircraft attached to the ground by
an infinitely long, inelastic, massless tether. The balance of forces and moments on
the center of gravity of the aircraft is carried in the following equations:
∑
Fz = T +mg − L (8)
∑
Mycg = Maero − Ld1 − Td3 (9)
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Assuming static equilibrium, Equation 12 allows to substitute T by −mg+L and





(d1 + d3) (10)
The condition for static stability now becomes that (d1 + d3) > 0. This illustrates
that for this configuration, the location of the center of gravity does not play a role in
the static longitudinal stability, but the location of the aerodynamic center and the
attachment point do: the tether attachment point must be in front of the aerodynamic
center.
Fixed-Wing Aircraft Lifting a Tethered Load The second configuration of
interest is the aircraft lifting a tethered load. The longitudinal motion is akin to the
analysis the configuration 1, but with a modification of the apparent center of gravity





The condition for static stability, which indicates that the center of gravity must




Rearranging, the condition on d2 is : d2 > −d1m1+m2m2 .
On one extreme of the weight ratios, the case of aircraft lifting a heavy load
(m2 >> m1), the condition for static stability approaches the one of the aircraft
tethered to the ground (d1 + d2) > 0.
This thought experiments illustrates how a tether attached to an aircraft can
influence the condition for longitudinal static stability. However, it is understood
that the attachment point introduces other considerations.
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Moreover, for the case of multiple aircraft tethered to a shared payload, the anal-
ysis is complicated by many factors. First the static stability has to be performed
for all the axes of an aircraft. The circular flight path introduces multiple terms in
the summation of forces and moments on each aircraft. Additionally, the aircraft are
all attached to the shared fuselage which creates a large coupled problem: the forces
induced on the payload by one aircraft affects the motion of the other aircraft.
The static stability is an important criteria in the definition of a manned aircraft.
However, for the case of an autonomous system, as presented in the literature, positive
static stability is not necessarily required.
The hypothesis for the research question 1 is the following: Allowing the tether
attachment point to be a design variable can increase the actuation margin
during the circular hover flight phase.
In order to prove the hypothesis, the following method is proposed:
STEP 1 Identify the geometric constraints of the attachment point based on the
trim conditions;
STEP 2 In the volume identified previously, identify the region that leads to desir-
able open loop dynamic characteristics of a single aircraft tethered to the ground;
STEP 3 In the volume identified previously, identify the region that leads to desir-
able open loop dynamic characteristics of the multiple aircraft tethered to a shared
payload;
STEP 4 In the volume identified previously, identify the region that leads to a
system that is capable of sustaining a steady-state wind gust;
STEP 5 In the volume identified previously, rank the possible attachment locations
based on the actuators and lift coefficient margins.
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3.4.2 Nominal Flight Path Parameters
In the previous subsection, the tether attachment point on the aircraft was identified
as a new design freedom for this system. Additional new degrees of freedom for the
design of operation are the aircraft flight parameters. In hover, the circular flight path
is described by the tether length, the angle that the tether makes with the horizontal
plane and the aircraft velocity. From the observation of the presence of new operating
conditions, the second research question arises:
Research Question 2:
What are the benefits of selecting a circular flight path radius and velocity different
than the one defining the minimum power required?
As presented in Chapter 1 and Chapter 2, Rancourt and Demers Bouchard pre-
sented two different methods to find the flight path parameters that minimize the
power required to lift a given payload. The lower-fidelity analysis of Demers Bouchard
that uses BEMT in circular flight path is adapted for the analysis of three aircraft to
allow to perform the exploration of additional configurations.
The methodology presented in Chapter 1 included the tether electrical conductor
as a design variable in the overall optimization process of the system. For the 40kW
system, the electric losses in the tether were in the order of 1% of the overall power.
Consequently, for the purpose of the exploration of different configurations and to
limit the number of factors in the equation, the tether properties are assumed as
constant and the electrical losses are neglected. The new optimization problem is
posed as follows, with the assumptions related to the vehicle of interest shown in the
Table 6.:
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Table 6: Vehicle characteristics and assumptions for the Makani Power Wing 7
prototype
Maximum lift coefficient 0.8
Number of aircraft 3
Tether linear density 0.11 kg/m
Minimize: Power required
Given: Payload mass
With Respect to: α, ζ , L, VAircraft
Subject to: Cl ≤ Clmax
The optimal design variables and operating conditions for systems comprised of 3
aircraft are shown in Figure 21. This figure shows the minimum power required, as
well as the optimal operating conditions. The variable ζ is illustrated in Figure 30
and is the angle between the cable and the horizontal plane.
Two different maximum coefficient of lift are allowed in the simulation: 0.8 and 1.
It can be seen that having a system that can operate at higher lift coefficient reduces
the power required. This trend was also shown in Rancourt work, as most of the
optimization cases ran on the complex flight paths that would include a portion with
maximal lift coefficient, as shown in Figure 10. For the remainder of the analyses,
the maximum lift coefficient of 0.8 is assumed.
While minimizing the power required is of great importance for the operation of
the system, variation around the optimal operating conditions might represent an
appropriate trade-off if other characteristics are achieved on the dynamics point of
view. In order to assess a tradeoff, the optimization process was performed for the
system lifting a 500 kg payload, while imposing different values of tether angle ζ. The
optimization process can be described as follows:
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(a) Power required for a given payload
















(b) Optimal tether length




















(c) Optimal aircraft velocity
























(d) Tether angle ζ










































(f) flight path radius




Given: Payload mass, ζ
With Respect to: α , L, VAircraft
Subject to: Cl ≤ Clmax
The results of the optimization process when the tether angle is prescribed are
presented in Figure 22. While the optimal angle ζ for a system lifting 500 kg is 32o,
there is a relatively limited increase of power required around it.
In order to limit the number of variables, a similar optimization process was
performed with a given tether length of 55 m. The optimization process can be
described as follows.
Minimize: Power required
Given: Payload mass, ζ, L
With Respect to: α, VAircraft
Subject to: Cl ≤ Clmax
The tether length was imposed as 55m and the results of the off design optimiza-
tion are shown in Figure 23.
Rancourt also performed a similar analysis with the free vortex model. The results
of the optimization are shown in 24: for a given tether length and suspended mass,
the figure illustrates the power required as a function of the flight path radius for
three different aerodynamic modeling assumptions. It can be seen that there is also a
similar region of the operating space defined by the flight path radius, or analogously
tether angle, that allows a relatively small variation of power required. Within this
range, the exploration of different paths does not lead to large power required penalty.
From theses analyses, it can be seen that given a relatively small variation of power
required compared to the optimal power, large changes of flight path parameters, and
consequently bank angle, are possible. Consequently, the hypothesis for the second
research question is the following:
Selecting a set of nominal flight path parameter that differ from the
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(b) Optimal tether length





















(c) Optimal aircraft velocity











































(e) Flight path radius
Figure 22: Optimal design variables and operating conditions for systems lifting
500 kg as a function of the tether angle ζ
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(b) Optimal aircraft velocity









































(d) Flight path radius
Figure 23: Optimal design variables and operating conditions for systems with an
imposed tether length L = 55 m and tether angle ζ
Figure 24: Power required as a function of the flight path radius from Rancourt [79]
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power-optimal point can increase the actuation margin during the circular
hover flight phase.
In order to prove the hypothesis, the following method is proposed:
STEP 1 Identify possible flight path parameters from the flight path optimization
environment ;
STEP 2 Identify the tether attachment locations that lead to an appropriate system
performance by using the procedure described for R.Q. 1 for each flight ;
STEP 3 Compare the optimal attachment point of each configuration based on
their actuator and aerodynamic coefficient margins.
The nominal flight path parameters of interest are shown in Figure 25. The
nominal case has a tether angle ζ0 = 45
o, and the two variations around the nominal
configuration, each with ζ = ζ0 ± 5o.
These cases were selected are deemed appropriate based on comparison with ex-
isting vehicles. First, the angle ζ0 set to 45
o represents the best estimate for a starting
point for the analysis of the system. Second, as shown on Figure 25 and 23, the nom-
inal bank angle is 7.2o inwards. This represents an interesting first estimate of a bank
angle that leads to appropriate dynamic characteristics. For the analysis helicopter
rotors, the coning of the rotor provide some static stability. Similarly, fixed wing air-
craft dihedral typically increases static stability. Consequently, until more knowledge
of the system is available, these parameters represent a good starting point.
The two other cases, with ζ = ζ0 ± 5o propose relatively different trim conditions
due to the presence of coupling between the various forces acting on the aircraft,
while still having relatively similar value of required power. In comparison, the case








Figure 25: Schematic representation of the three flight paths of interest
3.4.3 Impact of Variable Mass
In the context of a long endurance mission, the mass of the tethered load is expected
to vary greatly. This introduces a requirement on the operating capability of the
system: it must be able to operate at various values of tethered weight. The third
research question is the following:
Research Question 3:
How does the operation over a varying suspended mass influence the selection of the
tether attachment point?
Some of the results presented in the Figures of the previous subsections included
results with optimal tether lengths. However, if the assumption is that the tether
cannot be reeled in, the tether length must be the same for various values of tethered
mass. Moreover, the attachment point must remain the same throughout the mission,
even with a changing suspended mass.
A study of the performance of the system with a fixed tether length of 55 m with
a variable suspended mass was performed. In order to find the optimal condition, the
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(b) Tether angle ζ






















(c) Optimal aircraft velocity
Figure 26: Comparison of optimal design variables and operating conditions for
systems lifting various suspended mass with a fixed tether length of 55 m
optimization problem is posed as follows:
Minimize: Power required
Given: Payload mass, L
With Respect to: α, VAircraft,ζ
Subject to: Cl ≤ Clmax
The optimal operating conditions for a fixed tether length are presented in Figure
26. It can be observed that there are large variations of tether angle ζ.
The hypothesis for the third research question is the following:
The selection of the tether attachment point must take into account
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the actuation margin and open-loop response constraints imposed by the
varying suspended mass.
STEP 1 Identify possible flight path parameters from the flight path optimization
environment for a series of suspended masses covering the mass ratios seen in the
mission;
STEP 2 Identify the tether attachment locations using the procedure described for
R.Q. 2 for each flight path parameters;
STEP 3 Identify the tether attachment locations that meets the constraints for
each values of suspended mass. Identify the optimal attachment location based on
an aggregated cost function across the different values of suspended mass.
The cases of interest for a variable suspended mass system will be the operating
conditions a 200 kg, 350 kg and the nominal case 500 kg, which are shown in Figure
26
In order to test this approach and subsequent hypothesis, there is a need to for-
malize the methodology, as well as to develop an experimental apparatus. In this





This chapter details the method and tools required to fulfill the research objective
and answer the research questions. First the overall methodology is outlined. As
described in the previous chapter, an experimental apparatus is required to test the
method. The apparatus is comprised of a high-level, quasi-steady flight path analysis
module, and a non-linear dynamic simulation environment. Once the apparatus is
presented, a detailed application of the methodology to the three research questions
is developed.
4.1 Methodology Overview
As described in the previous chapter, all three research questions involve finding the
set of attachment points on the aircraft that lead to interesting performance of the
system. Based on the attachment locations, conclusions can be found on the desirable
flight path parameters as well as the feasibility of operating with a variable suspended
mass. Consequently, the method presented in this section will detail the analysis of
the attachment point for one configuration.
The overall methodology is presented on the Figure 27. Three different models
are required, and are expressed with different colors. The first model is the quasi-
steady flight path generation module. The module was presented in Chapter 3 and
is a modification of the model presented in [27], used to find the nominal flight path
parameters of that lead to minimal power required. Once the flight path is generated,
it is analyzed in the two dynamics models: one which is comprised of a single aircraft
tethered to the ground, and one which is comprised of the three aircraft tethered to
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Figure 27: Overall methodology
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4.2 Generation of Nominal Flight Path
The first step of the methodology proposed in section 4.1 is to define appropriate flight
path parameters. As discussed in the previous sections, the flight path parameters
during the circular, hover phase are the tether length, the angle that the tether makes
with respect to the horizon and the aircraft velocity. Because of the multiple forces
acting on the aircraft, the selection of the flight parameters is not trivial and has
consequences on the power required.
4.2.1 Optimization Module
The method selected for the generation of the flight path is the analysis presented in
the section 3.4.2, which is a simplified version of the method presented in [27].
The method consists of representing the aircraft as a point-mass, with the quasi-
steady forces acting on it. The aerodynamic forces are calculated on the wing only,
and a blade-element momentum theory is used for the induced inflow and aerodynamic
coefficient calculations. The optimizer converges on cases that minimize the power
required, while achieving quasi-static equilibrium on the aircraft.
This module is formulated as an optimization problem, posed as follows:
Minimize: Power required
Given: Payload mass
With Respect to: ζ, α , L, VAircraft
Subject to: Cl ≤ Clmax
4.2.2 Additional constraints
The optimization problem described in the previous section aims at minimizing the
power required to hover. However, in some cases, it can be beneficial, or required to
include additional flight path constraints.
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4.2.2.1 Flight Path Parameters Exploration
The first instance where it is required to impose additional flight path constraints is
related to the second research question, which aims at exploring different flight path
parameters. For this question, it is required to use the optimizer to find the operation
parameters that are not strictly defined by minimal power required. For this analysis,
the tether length, and the tether angle ζ can be used as constraints.
4.2.3 Variable Suspended Mass Analysis
The second instance where it is required to impose additional flight path constraints
is to study the second research question, which aims at exploring the feasibility of
operating the system with variable suspended mass. For this case, it was assumed
that the tether length cannot vary through the mission. Consequently, the tether
length must be imposed as a constant parameter for different analyses.
4.3 Dynamic Model
At the heart of the analysis methodology developed in section 4.1, many tasks require
the use of a dynamic model of the system. The following section will describe the
development of the dynamic simulation framework.
4.3.1 Dynamic Modeling Requirements
The modeling framework selection is dependent on the dynamic model requirement.
In order to answer the questions of interest, the modeling methodology was the fol-
lowing: The dynamic model must be as simple as possible while still representing
the appropriate level of fidelity able to provide the tools to answer the questions of
interest. The following section will provide the dynamic modeling requirements.
Aircraft representation Since the first research question involves identifying the
impact of the tether attachment location on the aircraft, there is a need to include
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aircraft-level dynamic models and considerations. A 6-DOF rigid body model of the
aircraft motion is then required.
Relevant physical parameters must also be modified. Consequently, there is a
need to use a flexible definition of the aircraft center of gravity, aerodynamic reference
location and tether attachment point.
In order to be consistent with the 6-DOF aircraft representation, the aircraft needs
to include the appropriate control input. The required control inputs are the ones
typical to small fixed wing aircraft: aileron, rudder, elevator and propeller angular
velocity.
Fuselage representation Based on the previous analyses, it is uncertain what
type of fuselage could be used for this mission. Many shapes and sizes are possible
and they can include different dynamic consideration. In order to limit the number
of variables, the fuselage is represented as a point-mass located at the position where
the three tethers are attached. No control input is assumed on the fuselage, and only
a drag is assumed as the aerodynamic force.
Multibody Representation Because the system includes multiple bodies: one
fuselage and three aircraft, the dynamics might not be easy to understand. The
representation must be able to provide insight in the coupled motion characteristics.
[11, 84,85]
Framework Flexibility Finally, because this concept offers multiple opportunities
for design variations, flexibility in the analysis environment would allow to study new
configurations, such as changing the number of aircraft. Consequently, keeping the
environment flexible could be beneficial.
Tether dynamics
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Figure 28: Schematic representation of the idealized dynamic system
4.3.2 Dynamics Model Idealization
In light of the dynamic model requirements, the schematic representation of the ideal-
ized dynamic model is represented in Figure 28. The dynamic model can be described
as follows:
• The fuselage is described as a point-mass attached at its center of gravity with
no rotational dynamics. The only external force applied to the fuselage is an
aerodynamic drag.
• The aircraft are represented as rigid, 6 degrees of freedom bodies. Aerodynamic
forces are applied on the aircraft’s center of gravity.
• The aircraft and the fuselage are attached together by a rigid, massless connec-
tion;
4.3.3 Overall System Model: Modular Dynamic Model
Simulating the motion of a rigid body involves calculating the forces and moments
acting on it and propagating the equations of motion through time. However, the
dynamics of the idealized system comprised of tethered aircraft presents particular
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challenges. Among them, there is a need to include the interaction between the differ-
ent aircraft and the payload. Moreover, there is a need to express the motion of the
multiple aircraft in a reference frame that is common to all the bodies. The following
section will describe the methodology to successfully accomplish those objectives.
A notional representation of the overall methodology is shown in Figure 29 and
can be described as follows:
• The methodology starts from the top. The states are passed and converted
from one reference frame to another, as shown by the downward arrows, until
the aircraft states are expressed in the inertial frame;
• Solve the equations of motion of the multiple bodies in the inertial reference
frame: this involves computing the coupling forces by treating the tether as a
massless spring;
• Translate the states derivatives from the inertial, Cartesian coordinate to the
spherical-like H-coordinate reference frame by making a kinematic conversion;
• Remove the elastic degree of freedom of the tether by the singular perturbation
method;
• If necessary, linearize the equations of motion and express the dynamics in the
multi-blade coordinates.
The different modules part of the dynamic model are detailed in the following
section.
4.3.4 Reference Frames
The reference frames used for the analysis of the system are shown in Figures 30 and
31.
The leftmost frame I is the earth-fixed reference frame. For the purpose of this
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Figure 30: Reference frames used for the analysis of the system. The subscript
i denotes that the variables describe the ith aircraft. The frames are identified by









Figure 31: Top-View of the reference frames H, B and C.
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the time and geometric scale of this study, the earth is considered as flat. The wind
velocity is expressed in the inertial frame, and are represented by the vectors ~w1, ~w2
and ~w3, along the unit vectors ~iI , ~jI and ~kI .
The second frame, H , is the payload carried reference frame. It is attached at
the center of gravity of the payload. There is no rotational dynamics associated with
this frame, and H is always aligned with I .
The third frame Bi is the i
th aircraft carried frame, centered at point D, the air-
craft center of gravity. There are as many aircraft carried frames as there are aircraft.
This framed is attached to the ith aircraft center of gravity, but does not rotate with
it. However, the aircraft carried frame uses the North East Down convention, and
consequently, the axes of Bi are rotated from H by 180
◦ about ~jh. The direction
cosine matrix from the payload carried frame H to the aircraft carried frame Bi is
the following:






The fourth frame is the ith aircraft body frame Ci . this frame is centered at
the ith aircraft center of gravity and rotates with the aircraft through the three body
angles φ, θ and ψ. The direction cosine matrix from the aircraft carried frame Bi
to the aircraft body frame Ci is the following:
















The location of the aircraft tether attachment point Ai is an important point for
the dynamics of the system. For each aircraft, the attachment point can be described
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in the H frame as follows, with L̃i the deformed tether length:
~rHP→Ai = L̃iL2(ζi)L3(ξi) = L̃i

cos ξi cos ζi
sin ξi cos ζi
sin ζi
 (15)
The position of the tether attachment point with respect to the fuselage position
is represented in a spherical-like coordinate system, in which the angles ξ is the
azimuthal angle, the angle ζ is the elevation angle and the deformed tether length L̃i
is the radial distance.
For this analysis, all of the systems of interest operate with the aircraft flying
in the counter-clockwise direction above the payload. A notional representation is
illustrated in the Figures 30 and 30: The aircraft is flying on a circular path which
leads to ξ̇i > 0. For the azimuthal position represented in the figure (ξi small) ~iCi is
close to being aligned with ~jBi .
An additional reference frame is required for the calculation of the aerodynamic
forces. This frame is based at aerodynamic reference location on the aircraft and
is aligned with the local aerodynamic velocity. Taking into account the wind veloc-
ity expressed in the inertial frame [w1,w2,w3]
T , the aerodynamic velocity of the ith























ũ2 + ṽ2 + w̃2
= sin β (18)
4.3.5 Payload, Tethers and Individual Aircraft Dynamics
In the bottom section of the dynamic methodology shown in Figure 29 is where the
dynamic equations are solved. The different components are modeled independently
in their respective coordinate frames. The description of each model is described in
the following subsections.
4.3.5.1 Individual Aircraft Modeling
As described in the idealized system definition, the aircraft are modeled as rigid
bodies independent of each other, on which a tether tension is applied. The following
subsection describes the aircraft modeling.
Aircraft Description The inspiration for the aircraft model is the Makani Wing
7 aircraft. This choice is motivated by the fact that other projects used this aircraft
as the platform for the analysis of multiple tethered aircraft. The second motivating
aspect is that this aircraft has been flown for airborne wind energy extraction. While
the objective of the mission differs, some of its characteristics and core capabilities
are the same: tailsitting VTOL, tethered operation and high lift coefficient wing. The
assumptions on the aircraft geometry were generated in order to create a model of
the aircraft are presented in Figure 32. The neutral point of the whole aircraft is
located at the mid-chord, and the center of gravity is located at a quarter chord in
front the neutral point.
Aerodynamic Forces and Moments As illustrated in the literature, there are
many methods to calculate the aerodynamic forces and moments. For this model,























Figure 32: Geometric assumptions of the aircraft
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modeling fidelity. As detailed in the dynamic model requirement, the model must
include the contribution of the control deflection.
The selected method was the use of a vortex lattice method. An existing code was
selected for its proven capabilities, AVL. A representation of the discretized geometry
model is shown in Figure 35.
Since the dynamic environment requires multiple aerodynamic evaluations, the
aerodynamic model needs to be computationally fast. Consequently, a regression
model of the aerodynamic forces and moments of the aircraft has been generated for
a range of operating conditions and control input. The regression model is based on
neural network.
The aerodynamic forces and moments are represented as non-linear functions:
CL =CL(α, β, p̃, q̃, r̃, δe, δr, δa) (19)
CD =CD(α, β, p̃, q̃, r̃, δe, δr, δa) (20)
CY =CY (α, β, p̃, q̃, r̃, δe, δr, δa) (21)
CL =CL(α, β, p̃, q̃, r̃, δe, δr, δa) (22)
CM =CM(α, β, p̃, q̃, r̃, δe, δr, δa) (23)
CN =CN(α, β, p̃, q̃, r̃, δe, δr, δa) (24)
Where the angular rates are normalized quantity.
Moreover, because the maximum lift coefficient on the aircraft is of interest for the
study of the maneuvers, the maximum lift coefficient of each surface is also modeled
with a regression model.
max(Cl) = Clmax(α, β, p̃, q̃, r̃, δe, δr, δa) (25)
Additionally, in order to avoid extrapolation, a classifier function based on the
input is used to ensure that the functions are within the sampled space.
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Tether Forces and Moments The tether force vector acting on the aircraft is
provided by the tether modeling module. For dynamic simulation of the aircraft, the
resulting forces and moments from the tether acting on the aircraft are calculated at
the center of gravity and are transformed in the body frame.
Propeller The choice of propeller type and geometry, as well as the method of
analysis plays an important role in the performance of the system, as shown by Ran-
court [79]. For this environment, the important characteristics are the contributions
to the dynamics of the system. Since the aircraft have a significant high turn rate,
the propeller assemblies can generate important moments on the aircraft. However,
this effect can be mainly cancelled if an even number of counter-rotating propellers
would be mounted on the aircraft, in which case, the main resulting action on the
aircraft would be the thrust. In order to simplify the modeling requirements, the
multiple propellers are represented as a single propeller assumed to be installed on
the aircraft nose, and only the thrust calculation is included in the dynamics.
The proposed methodology is to generate a thrust coefficient curve as a function
of advance ratio. The method includes generating a propeller geometry applicable to
the nominal flight path, and generating the thrust coefficient by analyzing off-design
operations of the propeller. The tool used for this task is the QMIL-QPROP, devel-
oped by Drela [32]. Both tools use an extension of the classical blade-element/vortex
formulation. QMIL generates propeller for minimum induced losses, and QPROP
subsequently analyzes the geometry.
The approximation of the thrust coefficient allows to calculate the thrust for the



















Figure 33: Propeller geometry
The velocity VT is the velocity in the axis of the propeller. Since the propeller is
assumed to be installed in the axis of the aircraft VT ' u.
The propeller geometry developed is shown in Figure 33 and the propeller geom-
etry is detailed in the Appendix B. The off-design characteristics of the propeller is
shown in Figure 34.
Actuator dynamics The actuators have a limit on their actuation rate u̇iMAX .
Kinematic and Equations of motion The aircraft motion is described by its
position with respect to the inertial frame x, y and z, the velocity expressed in the
body frame u, v and w, the body angles and the body angular rates p, q and r.
The equations of motion for the individual aircraft are the following. First in
translation, the acceleration in the body frame is described as follow:
u̇ =rv − qw + X
m
− g sin θ (28)
v̇ =pw − ru+ Y
m
− g cos θ sinφ (29)
ẇ =qu− pv + Z
m
− g cos θ cosφ (30)
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Figure 34: Propeller coefficient of thrust and advance ratio curve
Figure 35: Illustration of the aerodynamic lifting surfaces in AVL
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The rotational inertial of the aircraft about the center of gravity is evaluated
with the help of openVSP. The various components have been assigned a portion of
the mass: wing, tailboom, vertical stabilizer, horizontal stabilizer and fuselage pod.
Assuming that the mass is distributed evenly in the volume of each component, the
inertia matrix is evaluated numerically. Due to the symmetry about the x-z plane
and due to the overall shoe of the aircraft, the off-diagonal components of the inertia








The diagonal inertia matrix allows to formulate the rotational equations of motion
as follows:
L =Ixxṗ− (Iyy − Izz)qr (32)
M =Iyy q̇ − (Izz − Ixx)rp (33)
N =Izz ṙ − (Ixx − Iyy)pq (34)
4.3.5.2 Payload
The payload is represented as a point mass. Consequently, there is no rotational
dynamics to be included, and the payload carried frame is always aligned with the
inertial reference frame. The states of the payload are the following:
~xp = [x, y, z, ẋ, ẏ, ż, ]
T (35)
The forces applied to the fuselage, X, Y, Z are composed of the gravitational force,
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the tension of the three tethers, and aerodynamic force. The tension forces are gen-
erated by the tethers and are applied at the center of gravity of the payload.
The aerodynamic forces are applied on the fuselage, by using an equivalent flat
















































With X, Y and Z the sum of the forces acting in the ~ih, ~jh and ~kh direction,
comprised of the tether tension and aerodynamic forces.
4.3.5.3 Tether
As described in the introduction section, the modeling environment will model the
tether as a massless, rigid link between the payload and the aircraft. However, the
modeling environment requires an elastic degree of freedom between the rigid bodies,
that is subsequently removed during the system modeling.
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During the initial modeling phase, the tether is modeled as having an initial length





The force vector is proportional to the elongation and is aligned with the axis of
the tether with k being the axial spring constant of the tether.
F = kε (42)
It is important to note that because the elastic degree of freedom is removed
subsequently, the choice of k is more related to the stability of the computation than
the actual physical representation of the cable.
This simple tether model has an important and unfortunate pitfall: if the tether
were to go slack, a compressing force would be induced in the tether, which is not
representative of the physics. Consequently, checks on the simulation process will have
to be introduced so that a tether slack cannot happen. As mentioned previously, a
slack in the tether would be an undesirable condition for the operation of the system
as well.
4.3.6 Kinematic Conversion of Aircraft Motion
The objective of this module is twofold:
• Convert the states of the aircraft from the spherical coordinates around the
payload to the vehicle carried frame in order to solve equations of motion of the
aircraft;
• Convert the derivatives of the states of the aircraft from the vehicle carried
frame to the derivatives of the states expressed in the spherical coordinates.
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4.3.6.1 Aircraft states conversion
The objective is to transform the states describing the motion of the aircraft based on
the geometry of the tether, ξ, ε, to the states typical to an aerospace vehicle: position
expressed in the inertial frame and velocity expressed in the body frame. During this
step, the fuselage states remain unchanged.
















~rIP→A = L(1 + ε)

cos ξi cos ζi
sin ξi cos ζi
sin ζi
 (45)
The vector between the aircraft attachment point and the aircraft center of gravity




With TB→H and TC→B the inverse of the matrices described in Equations 13 and
14.
The location of the attachment point Ai with respect to the aircraft cg, or point








The velocity of the cg of each aircraft in its body frame is expressed by:




Propagating time derivative on (48), the aircraft velocity expressed in the body
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4.3.6.2 Aircraft state derivatives kinematic conversion
Once the aircraft and the payload state derivatives are calculated independently, the
aircraft state derivatives initially calculated in the body frame need to be converted
to the spherical-like coordinates.
Propagating time derivative on (49), and isolating the second derivatives of ξ, ζ,
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The components of Equation (50) can be found in Appendix C. With Equations
(48) and (50), the conversion between the different frames is completed.
4.3.6.3 Removing the elastic degree of freedom through singular perturbation
method
As mentioned previously, there is a need to remove the tether elastic degree of freedom:
while the elastic degree of freedom was required to simulate the motion of the multiple
bodies independently, it is also important for this research that the elastic degree of
freedom be removed.
For this step, the method used is the singular perturbation method. This method
consists of assuming a linear representation of the motion around a condition of
interest, and removing specific degrees of freedom [11,60,61]. This process is carried
out at every step of the simulation.
For the condition of interest, a linear approximation of the dynamics of the form
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ẋ = Ax+ f is generated, where x represents the perturbation about the condition of
interest. At the beginning of the simulation step, x = 0.
The state vector is rearranged to regroup the states to keep x1 and the states to
eliminate, x2 together. In this case, the states to remove are the following:
x2 = [εt1, ε̇t1, εt2, ε̇t2εt3, ε̇t3]
T (51)













Where f represents the current values of ẋ, given that x = 0.





The dynamics of the states of interest ẋ1 becomes:
ẋ1 = A11x1 + A12A
−1
22 f2 + f1 (54)
This effectively represents a reduced order dynamic model which has the following
degrees of freedom:
• 3 fuselage positions xp, yp, zp and 3 fuselage velocities ẋp, ẏp, żp ;
• Each tether has 2 angular states described by the spherical angles of ζ, ξ and
the associated angular rates ζ̇ and ξ̇;
• Each aircraft has 3 angular states φ, θ, ψ with respect to the inertial frame, and
three angular rates p, q, r in their body frame.
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The system has the following control input:
• One propeller angular velocity (RPM) per aircraft;
• One elevator deflection per aircraft;
• One rudder deflection per aircraft;
• And one differential aileron deflection per aircraft.
For a total of 36 states, and 12 control input. This model fulfills the requirements
of the model as described in the idealization section.
4.3.7 Multi-Blade Coordinates
The dynamic of the system is being expressed in different reference frames: the pay-
load states are expressed in the inertial frame, while the motion of the different aircraft
is expressed in their respective frames, which are rotating around the payload. The
nature of this problem poses the following two challenges: the analysis of the dy-
namics of the system requires taking into account the rotation of the aircraft, and
each aircraft state’s contribution to the dynamics is diluted by the contribution of
the other coupled aircraft.
The problem that stems from the interaction between the fix and rotating reference
frames is illustrated by the following example: if a single aircraft was tethered to the
ground, it represents a steady state motion around equilibrium. Classical analysis
tools can be applied for the analysis of the system. However, if a steady wind was
coming from the North, its impact on the aircraft dynamics would depend on the
aircraft azimuthal position, and might be approximated by a periodic response with
pulsation Ω. Similarly, if a load cell was placed between the lower extremity of the
tether and the ground, the tether tension force in the x or y direction is dependent on
the aircraft states and control input in a periodic fashion. For the analysis of aircraft
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tethered to a shared payload, the aircraft have a periodic impact on the dynamics of
the payload states x, y, ẋ, ẏ. This periodicity has to be accounted for in the analysis.
Second, the aircraft states are more meaningful if they are expressed together.
Am example arise from the study of the impact of a wind gust on the system. If a
wind gust were to be applied on the system, the individual aircraft response is hard to
interpret. However, the study of the overall, coupled response of the 3 aircraft, seems
more insight-full. For example, does the disk on which the aircraft fly tilt towards or
away from the gust?
Multi-blade coordinates have been used to address both of these limitations. This
method has been widely used in the fields of rotorcraft and wind turbines, for many
applications, including dynamic analysis and controls. [15,16,48,53,55,74,75,88,108].
In order to transform the dynamics equations from the rotating frame to a fixed
frame, the multi-blade coordinate transformation is used. In the process, a new set of
coordinates is created. The coordinates in the rotating frame, used up to this point,
are the individual blade coordinates, IBC. The coordinates in the fixed frames are
the multi-blade coordinates, MBC.
The degree of freedom of the ith aircraft is qi in the IBC. For a system with N
























qi sin jΨi (58)
In which qod exists only for an even number of aircraft.
The inverse transformation can be applied to retrieve the IBC for the kth aircraft:
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qk = q0 + qod(−1)k +
J∑
j=1
qjc cos jΨk +
J∑
j=1
qjs sin jΨk (59)
For rotorcraft analysis, the MBC associated with the flapping degree of freedom
β are very useful in the analysis of the rotor response. β0, referred to as coning,
illustrates the average flapping angle of the rotor blade. βod, the differential coning,
expresses the difference in coning between blades 1, 3 and blades 2 and 4. β1c is
longitudinal disk tilt, or fore-aft tilt and β1s is the lateral disk tilt.
Johnson, in the description of the MBC for the analysis of helicopter rotors com-
mented the following [55]:
The use of multi-blade coordinates is crucial for problems involving the
rotor motion coupled with the fixed frame, such as hub motion, swash
plate control, or dynamic inflow. MBC are a physically relevant, non-
rotating frame representation of the rotor motion; for example, coning
and tip-path-plane tilt for blade flapping. Consequently, introduction of
MBC separates the coupling of the rotor and fixed frame into subsets and,
most importantly eliminates periodic coefficients (except for two-bladed
rotors). MBC also reduce the periodicity of the equations resulting from
edgewise flight aerodynamics.
In this passage, Johnson illustrated the usefulness of the MBC in the treatment
of the interaction between the fixed and the rotating degrees of freedom.
For the case of interest, there are 3 aircraft, so qod will not be used. In order to
keep the same number of degrees of freedom in the MBC as in the IBC, the cos and
sin expansion will only be performed for the case of j = 1. The aircraft IBC qac1,
qac2, qac3, will be represented in MBC with q0, qc and qs.
In order to study the present system with the multi-blade coordinates, the concept
of virtual hub is introduced, as shown in Figure 36. For the purpose of analysis, a
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three-arm hub is included in the model. The arms are separated by 180◦, and are
turning at a constant rate of Ω, such that their angular position in the reference frame
H with respect to the z-axis are:
Ψ1 = Ψ = Ωt (60)
Ψ2 = Ψ + 120
◦ (61)
Ψ3 = Ψ + 240
◦ (62)
This virtual hub allows to represent the azimuthal position of the aircraft ξi as
a differential value from the virtual hub. This concept is analogous to the lead-lag
motion of conventional helicopter blades. This differential value, represented by ξi is
expressed by:
ξi = ξi −Ψi (63)
The same concept is applied to the aircraft body angle ψ: The angle ψi represents
the variation from the body angle if the aircraft would have been turning at a constant
rate Ω. The initial value at time 0, ψi(t0), is not necessarily 0 as per the trim definition.
Finally, for the convention chosen, Ω̇ > 0 and ψ̇ < 0, which leads to the following
definition:
ψi = ψi − ψi(t0) + Ψi (64)
The aircraft degrees of freedom were initially expressed in IBC:
~qIBC = [ζ1, ζ2, ζ3, ξ1, ξ2, ξ3, φ1, φ2, φ3, θ1, θ2, θ3, ψ1, ψ2, ψ3]
T (65)
With the transformation previously described, the degrees of freedom are con-
verted the nonrotating frame:
















Figure 36: Top view of aircraft 1 and the virtual hub.





The payload states however, remain unchanged as they are already expressed in
the nonrotating frame:
~xp = [xp, yp, zp, ẋp, ẏp, żp]
T (68)
The control input of the aircraft can be converted in a similar fashion. Initially,
the control input vector illustrated the control input of the individual aircraft:
δIBC = [δr1, δr2, δr3, δe1, δe2, δe3, δa1, δa2, δa3, δt1, δt2, δt3]
T (69)
Equation 55 to 58 and 59 allow the conversion to a set of control input in the
nonrotating frame.
δNR = [δr0, δrc, δrs, δe0, δec, δes, δa0, δac, δas, δt0, δtc, δts]
T (70)
The control input δ0 corresponds to an averaged change of control input for the
three aircraft and δc ans δs corresponds to cyclic variation of control input along Ω.
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This is analogous to how the control of the helicopter blade pitch is expressed as
cyclic and collective input.
4.3.7.1 Dynamic Approximation in MBC
It is possible to generate an approximate model of the dynamics in MBC given an ap-
proximate model of the dynamic model of the system in IBC. The following subsection
is based on the work or Bir [16].
The model of the dynamics in IBC is the following:
ẋ = Ax+Bu+Bdw (71)
y = Cx+Du+Ddw (72)
The state-space representation of the dynamics in MBC is the following:
ẋnr = Anrxnr +Bnrunr +Bdnrw (73)
ynr = Cnrxnr +Dnrunr +Ddnrw (74)
The differences matrices A, B,Bd C, D and Dd are approximate by unit pertur-
bation method in the IBC. Transformations are applied to the matrices describing
the IBC system and the MBC system is generated. The process is the following. The




























The equations developed allow to study systems with variable angular velocity. In
the analysis of the multiple aircraft tethered to a shared payload, the simultaneous
acceleration of the aircraft with respect to the initial velocity can be included as Ω̇,
or as ξ̇. For the current implementation, the equivalent hub angular velocity, Ω, is
assumed constant, and the acceleration of the aircraft on their path is represented by
ξ̇, a collective lead-lag motion.
In order to limit the contribution of possible nonlinear components, the MBC
creation process defined in Equations 75 - 78 is performed for multiple azimuthal
positions and the average matrices are used.
4.3.8 Trim
As described in the previous sections, the equations of motion are governed by a
series of non-linear equations. Trim consists of finding the control inputs and the
states that minimize the residuals of those equations for a prescribed flight condition.
The solution of the trim routine allows to study the flight condition of interest by
performing dynamic approximations around it for example, as well as initiating a
simulation by providing the initial condition.
For the specific cases of this study, trim will be performed around hover, for which
the aircraft fly over a circular flight path above the payload at a constant velocity.
Moreover, because the flight parameters are prescribed, these will be imposed as part
of a constraint on the trim routine.
The system states and control input can be decomposed as follows: the payload
has 6 states, and each aircraft (3 aircraft total) has 10 states and 4 control input, for
a total of 48 unknown. In counterparts, there are 18 equations of motion.
The following simplifications and constraints are applied to the problem:
• The aircraft states and control input will be the same, with only a rotational
symmetry through an azimuthal separation of 120◦. Consequently, the problem
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is comprised of 20 unknowns: 6 payload states, 10 aircraft states and 4 control
input. Only 8 equations of motion are left.
• Because rotational symmetry is applied and the hover simulation is sought after,
the payload states x, ẋ, y and ẋ must be assumed as zero, along with the 2
equations of motion associated. There are only 2 payload states left, 10 aircraft
states and 6 equations of motion.
• The payload altitude is selected as a design variable for the altitude of the
system. There are only 1 payload states left, 10 aircraft states, 4 control input
and 6 equations of motion.
• The azimuthal position of the aircraft is irrelevant for the trim, and can be
selected arbitrarily between 0◦ and 360◦. There are only 1 payload states left,
9 aircraft states, 4 control input and 6 equations of motion.
• In hover with steady banked turn, some states are assumed as zero. This is
the case of the payload vertical velocity ż and the tether elevation rate. There
are no payload states left, 8 aircraft states, 4 control input and 6 equations of
motion.
• The flight path parameters are imposed for the trim problem: The aircraft
azimuthal state derivative and the tether elevation are imposed. There are no
payload states left, 6 aircraft states, 4 control input and 6 equations of motion.
Additional constraints are applied on the system in hover. The kinematic rela-
tionships between the aircraft angular rates in the body reference frame and in the
inertial frame need to be respected. This constitutes an additional set of 3 equations.
The problem has 9 equations and 10 unknowns: the aircraft angles (3), the aircraft
angular rates (3), the 4 control inputs. This constitutes an unconstrained problem.
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Previous methods have been proposed to solve this unconstrained problem. Ran-
court [77] in his work imposed no side slip β = 0 as an extra constraint on the trim
solution. This represents a viable alternative when an aircraft is modeled as a wing
alone. However, for an aircraft with multiple lifting surfaces in a tight turn, having
no sideslip at a point of interest (for example aircraft center of gravity, tether attach-
ment point or aerodynamic center) might introduce a large horizontal component of
apparent wind on the tail due to the angular velocity of the aircraft. Similarly, im-
posing no apparent wind on the tail might introduce an unnecessary constraint that
can lead to extreme control input to compensate.
This problem appears as well in the system with more actuation surfaces than re-
quired to maintain equilibrium, such as a blended wing body aircraft with distributed
trailing edge control surfaces. Garmendia [42, 43] in his work proposed alternative
strategies to solution this problem: control allocation and drag minimization.
The objective of the environment is not to find the minimum operating power, but
to evaluate disturbance rejection. Consequently, the additional degree of freedom will
be used to maximize the margin with respect to the various constraints that could be
potentially violated during a maneuver.
A limit on the sideslip angle is also included on the as as side constraint in order
to avoid exploring unrealistic flight condition, as well as limiting the unnecessary drag
penalty due to high slideslip conditions.
The trim problem is posed as the following optimization problem:
Maximize: Actuation and lift coefficient margins
Given: Flight path parameters
With Respect to: θ, φ, ψ , p, q, r, δr, δe, δa, δt
Subject to: [z̈p, ζ̈, ξ̈, ṗ, q̇, ṙ, ] = 0
~RK = 0
Cli ≤ Clmax, δi ≤ δmaxi , β ≤ βmax
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Where ~RK , the kinematic residual, is the error between a constant body rotation
about the hub z-axis equal to the flight path angular velocity ξ̇. The components of



























4.3.9 Single Aircraft Model
As discussed in the description of the methodology, the use of a dynamic model
including a single aircraft tied to the ground has the advantages of having fewer states
and presenting simpler dynamics. Consequently, a dynamic model representing this
configuration is derived.
The dynamic equations are formulated using the same dynamic modeling environ-
ment. However, the kinematic conversation is a simplification of the large problem,
as there is no motion of the payload.
The states of this model are the following:
~x1AC = [ζ, ξ, φ, θ, ψ, ζ̇, ξ̇, p, q, r]
T (81)
Trimming the single aircraft model is also a variation on the trim problem of the
three aircraft system. The main difference lies in the fact that the payload states are
not included in the routine, as they are not present in the dynamic model. Instead,
a target tether tension is included in the formulation: The vertical component of the
tether tension must be the one third of the payload weight.
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Figure 37: Single aircraft model
The trim problem is posed as the following optimization problem:
Maximize: Actuation and lift coefficient margins
Given: Flight path parameters
With Respect to: θ, φ, ψ , p, q, r, δr, δe, δa, δt
Subject to: Tz =
mpayg
3
, [ζ̈ , ξ̈, ṗ, q̇, r̈, ψ̈] = 0
~RK = 0
Cli ≤ Clmax, δi ≤ δmaxi , β ≤ βmaxi
4.4 Trim-Constrained Optimization
4.4.1 Introduction
In the section 4.3.9, a method was suggested to trim a given configuration in order
to find a set of states and control input that lead to quasi-steady-state equilibrium.
However, the ability to trim a configuration or not can also be used to provide in-
formation about the design. The following section will recast the trimming problem
in order to find constraints on some design parameters. The first variable of inter-
est is the tether attachment location on the aircraft. The simplest approach is to
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generate a grid of points on which to evaluate whether trim can be achieved within
constraints limits. However, even if this approach is simple, identifying the boundary
might require many function calls. Moreover, this approach does not give insight as
for which constraint would define a given boundary. Consequently, an optimization-
based approach is proposed. The algorithm will answer the question: what is the
spatial boundary that defines whether the attachment location will lead to a feasible
steady state trim condition that does not violate the constraints?
It is important to note that within that trim-defined feasible space, there is still a
need to trim the vehicle before starting a simulation, or linearizing the equations of
motion for example, by using the trim method of section 4.3.9.
4.4.2 Optimization Based Boundary Definition
Finding the limit of the attachment location is posed as an optimization problem
as follows: given an initial feasible attachment point, how far is trim still feasible?
If this problem is solved for many search directions, a 2-D or 3-D boundary can be
found. This optimization approach is similar to an Epsilon-Constraint Method in the
cylindrical coordinates [47].
The first step involves finding an initial feasible attachment location, represented
by x0, y0, z0. While many points are adequate, evaluating the attachment point at
aircraft center of gravity is deemed a good option.
The second step is to define a search direction θ. The domain is discretized in a
series of azimuthal search directions θi.
Finally, the maximum distance s from the origin x0, y0, z0 is found using a numer-
ical optimizer. The Matlab-based SQP is used for this application.
The optimization problem formalized as follows:
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Maximize: s
Given: x0, y0, z0, θ
With Respect to: s, θ, φ, ψ , p, q, r, δr, δe, δa, δt




, [ζ̈ , ξ̈, ṗ, q̇, r̈, ψ̈] = 0
~RK = 0
Cli ≤ Clmax , δi ≤ δmaxi , β ≤ βmaxi
The solution along each search direction gives a radial distance s, as well as it
returns which constraints are active on the boundary. This process is repeated along
multiple search directions, which generates a 2-D or 3-D surface.
4.5 Open-Loop Dynamic Characteristics
As presented in the literature, dynamic characteristics play an important role in the
design of aerospace systems. However, when using unmanned aircraft, the typical
assumptions linked to open-loop dynamics of piloted aircraft do not apply as a re-
quirement. Consequently, there is a need to define a criteria to evaluate dynamics
behavior of a configuration.
The criteria is based on the observations made on the canonical problem. The
three aircraft problem presents very different dynamics, and many more states when
compared to the two aircraft, in-plane model. However, the canonical problem showed
that some key characteristics are present that can potentially be applied on the full
system. Based on the observation about spectral separation between the aircraft
modes and the suspended mass modes, the following hypothesis is formulated.
The system presents multiple degrees of freedom, and defining a dynamic require-
ment for each axis is a daunting task. Moreover, without knowledge of the actual







Figure 38: Open-loop requirement: constraint on the pole placement of the aircraft
modes (left) and on the system overall modes (right).
Based on the observation about spectral separation between the aircraft modes
and the suspended mass modes, the following hypothesis is formulated.
Hypothesis: The system will have multiple modes unique to the multi-aircraft teth-
ered system with spectral separation between the payload motion (low-frequency) gov-
erned modes and the aircraft motion (high-frequency) governed modes.
Based on this hypothesis, the open-loop requirements are formulated as constraints
on the location of the poles of the linear approximation of the dynamic system,
illustrated in Figure 38.
• The aircraft-governed modes must stable;
• The other modes must either be stable or have a fundamental frequency slower
than the angular velocity of the aircraft.
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4.6 Constant Wind Trim Constraint
The last criterion for the assessment of a configuration feasibility is the steady-wind
operation. The objective is to assess whether the configuration can operate at a given
wind condition while respecting the feasibility related criterion.
The formulation of the advancing flight trim constraint will include
4.6.1 Pseudo-Trim in Steady-Wind Operation
The tools detailed of the previous sections allows to create a linear model of the
dynamics in the MBC, about the circular hover trim condition, with no wind:
ẋnr = Anrx̃nr +Bunr ũnr +Bwnrw (82)
ỹnr = Cnrx̃nr +Dunr ũnr +Dwnrw (83)
Where variables marked with a tilde are the deviations from circular hover trim
conditions zt. Since the linear model is performed around trim, the physical states

















It is important to note that the trim in circular hover only led to non-zero z0
components expressed in MBC, as there were no cyclic variations, as per the definition
of the previously defined trim problem.
Finding the trim condition includes finding the states and control input that lead
to no acceleration, ẍnr = 0.
Because the state vector xnr includes the states and their derivatives x = [q, q̇]
T ,
all the velocity states are imposed as zero, q̇ = 0.
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Additionally, some of the position states were imposed as being zeros. This is the
case of the payload position x, y and z. Moreover, because the state variables ξ0 and
the aircraft angle about the axis z, ψ can represent together a rigid body motion of
the system, the state variable ξ0 is imposed as zero.
Finally, in order to keep the configurations similar to their nominal operating
condition, the averaged coning angle ζ0 is imposed as zeros.
4.6.2 Constraints
Additional constraints are imposed to ensure that the condition is feasible. These
include maximum and minimum limits on actuators and on output, as well as on the
aerodynamic coefficients.
The variation value for one of the time marching actuation deflection will be of
the form :
z(Ψ) = z0 + zc cos(Ψ) + zc cos(Ψ) (85)
The maximum and minimum of this function are :










A notional representation of the evolution of a parameter is shown in Figure 39.
The margins can be calculated based on the predicted maximum and minimum from
the solution of the pseudo-trim calculation.
4.6.3 Cost
Finally, it is possible that multiple conditions lead to a feasible trim solution. Con-
sequently, a cost function is be used as a means to differentiate between them.
The objective is to find conditions that leave some actuation margin. Conse-
quently, a cost function is used to find the most desirable condition.
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Figure 39: Notional representation of the cyclic variation of a parameter z and the
margins
A weighted sum of the inverse squared of the actuation and output margin repre-








The margins included are on the four actuators: elevator, rudder, aileron and
propeller and the lift coefficient of the vehicle CL, and they have both a positive and
negative value.
The weights w1i represent a degree of freedom for the designer, depending on which
margin is more important. The weighting scheme that will be used as a starting point
for the nominal case will be maximum admissible value of the parameter of interest.
For example, for the elevator margin: wδe = max(δe)
2.
Evaluating the ability to perform under a steady wind condition includes finding a
condition that minimizes the cost function while satisfying the feasibility constraints.
This task is performed as an optimization problem as follows:
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Minimize: Φ
With Respect to: ũnr, q̃nr
Given: [y,z,x,ζ0, ξ0 = 0], wind
Subject to: ẍnr = 0, margin(δe, δr, δa, CL) > 0
The solution of the optimization problem will inform whether the configuration of
interest can operate in the imposed wind condition, and will provide an approximation
for the states, control input and lift coefficient that lead to periodic equilibrium.
4.7 Assessment of Feasibility of the Configuration
The previous sections illustrated how the different configurations can be analyzed for
feasibility. However, in the case that there are multiple feasible attachment points,
there is a need to differentiate between them.
4.7.1 Configuration Evaluation
Similar to the definition of the evaluation criteria in the previous sections, multiple
factors are of interest for the comparison of the configuration. The evaluation factors
that is coherent with the architecture will be the same as defined in Equation 89: Φ.
It allows to the study the actuation and lift coefficient margins. A lower value of Φ
is related to an overall combined greater margin.
Two different cases are of interest for the evaluation: the circular hover case,
and the constant wind operation. For each tether attachment point, there are two
different costs: Φhover and Φwind. The two cost can be considered independently, or
aggregated in a combined evaluation parameter:
Φconfig = Φhover + Φwind (89)
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4.7.2 Varying Mass Configuration Evaluation
As discussed in the previous chapters, the use of the tethered aircraft is advantageous
for long endurance operations, during which the suspended mass varies through time.
The previous section detailed the procedure to evaluate a single configuration. How-
ever, the analysis of the system with varying mass effectively represents the analysis of
a system operating at different conditions. Consequently, there is a need to consider
the multiple conditions in a single evaluation scheme.
As expressed in the assumptions, the tether length and the tether attachment
location stay constant throughout the flight. The approach needs to find a common
attachment point that satisfies the evaluation criteria for multiple value of suspended
mass.
The proposed approach is to find the union of the attachment area that satisfy
the trim, open-loop and constant wind velocity trim constraints defined for a series
of discretized suspended mass.
Within the combined feasible attachment area, an evaluation criteria is defined to





Where Φconfigi represents the combine actuation and lift coefficient cost for one
value of mass. The weights wi can be used to more emphasis on specific mass param-
eter. An initial guess for the weight would be an equal distribution, or unity for each
configuration.
The evaluation criteria can be used to make an informed decision on the attach-
ment point that leads to a combined maximum actuation margin and aerodynamic
coefficient margin. While the attachment point that minimizes the individual costs
Φconfigi might differ from one suspended mass value to another, the attachment point





This chapter presents the implementation of the methodology presented in the pre-
vious chapter. First, the details of the operating conditions of the nominal flight
path will be demonstrated, including details on the open-loop characteristics. Then,
the implementation of the methodology to study the tether attachment point on the
aircraft are presented. Once the tether attachment point for one configuration has
been found, the methodology to compare between configurations defined by differ-
ent flight path parameters and by a variable suspended mass is presented. Finally,
the implementation of a controller on the system subjected to a wind profile will be
demonstrated.
5.2 Baseline configuration
This section presents the results of the implementation of the methodology on the
baseline configuration, which is characterized by a suspended mass of 500 kg and a
tether angle of ζ = 45◦.
In order to study a nominal configuration, the tether attachment point is assumed
to be at the aircraft center of gravity, located at the quarter chord.
5.2.1 Trimming results
The trimming algorithm was implemented on the system. However, in order to show
the internal trade-off that the sideslip angle β introduces on the selection of the trim
condition, an exploration of the condition with fixed sideslip angle was performed.




















Table 7: Nominal flight path trim results
vector of body angles and control deflection possible to achieve trim.
With β imposed a constraint, the trim problem is now a root finding problem:
Solve for: z̈p, ξ̈1, ζ̈1 = 0, ~RK = 0, β = βimposed
Cli 6 Clmax , δi 6 δmaxi
Given: Flight path parameters
With Respect to: θ, φ, ψ , p, q, r, δr, δe, δa, δt
The results of a series of trim solution with various sideslip angles imposed are
shown in Figure 40. In the Figure 40(a), it can be observed that the condition β = 0◦
does not lead to zero rudder input and lift coefficient on the vertical stabilizer, as
expected from an aircraft in a steady turn condition.
In Figure 40(c), a build-up of the trim objective cost function is shown. It can
be seen that the total cost is dominated by the rudder deflection for large values
of sideslip. The overall minimum of the cost function occurred at approximately
the value of β = −2.5◦, which corresponds to an aircraft nose pointing towards the
outside of the turn.
The solution to the trim for the single aircraft attached to the ground and the
3 aircraft attached to the suspended mass are shown in Table 7. Additional details
about the forces and moments acting on the aircraft for this condition are provided
in Appendix E.
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(b) Max lift Coefficient on the stabilizers

















(c) Trim function cost buildup
Figure 40: Salient results of trim exploration when sideslip is imposed
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5.2.2 Open-Loop Stability Assessment
The MBC model, as presented in Equations 73 - 74 presents the simplest dynamic
model of the multiple tethered aircraft system. Due to the presence of a total of 36
states, the system is expected to have complex motion. A useful tool for the analysis
of dynamic motion is the study of the linear dynamics through a modal analysis.
In order to gain the most insight into the system and to leverage to a maximum
the available models, the open-loop stability of the three aircraft lifting a shared load
model in multi-blade coordinates is presented along with the results analysis of a
single aircraft tethered to the ground and a single aircraft in cruise.
5.2.2.1 Single Fixed-Wing Aircraft in Cruise
In this section, the open-loop dynamics of a single fixed-wing aircraft in cruise are
presented. Even if this concept has been studied in great details in many textbook,
it represents a great platform to gain insight in the more complex tethered aircraft
models.
The flight condition is the cruise condition at 34.5 m/s, trimmed for steady-level
flight. It is important to note that one third of the 500 kg payload has been added to
the aircraft mass, at the locating of the aircraft nominal cg to represent the apparent
load lifted by each aircraft.
The state vector is the following:
~x = [u, v, w, φ, θ, ψ, p, q, r]T (91)
The modes of the linear approximation of the dynamic model are presented in the
Figure 41 and in Table 8.
For the analysis of the eigenvectors, the velocities u, v and w have been normalized
as follows:
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Figure 41: Dynamic modes of a single aircraft in steady level cruise condition
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Table 8: Dynamic modes of a single aircraft in cruise
Roll Subsidence Short Period Dutch Roll
-11.4 + 0i -3.2 + 6.8i -0.6 + 3.4i
φ 0.087 + 0i 0 + 0i 0.05 - 0.07i
θ 0 + 0i 0.12 - 0.036i 0 + 0i
ψ 0.01 + 0i 0 - 0i 0.26 - 0.02i
ū 0 + 0i -0.01 - 0i 0 - 0i
v̄ -0.006 + 0i 0 + 0i -0.26 + 0i
w̄ -0 + 0i 0.14 + 0i 0 + 0i
p -0.98 + 0i 0.002 + 0.003i 0.21 + 0.16i
q 0.004 + 0i -0.16 + 0.96i 0.001 + 0i
r -0.12 + 0i 0 + 0.005i -0.09 + 0.88i
Phugoid Spiral Rigid Body Mode
-0.04 + 0.36i 0.07 + 0i 0+0i
φ 0 + 0.01i -0.24 + 0i 0 + 0i
θ -0.11 - 0.75i 0 + 0i 0 + 0i
ψ 0.01 - 0i -0.96 + 0i 1 + 0i
ū 0.59 + 0i 0 + 0i 0 + 0i
v̄ 0 + 0i 0 + 0i 0 + 0i
w̄ 0.02 - 0i 0 + 0i 0 + 0i
p 0 + 0i -0.012 + 0i 0 + 0i
q 0.27 - 0.01i 0 + 0i 0 + 0i












It can be observed that the typical modes of conventional fixed wing aircraft are
observed: the roll subsidence, short period, dutch roll, phugoid and spiral dive. Due
to the setup of the problem and the inclusion of the three aircraft body angles, an
additional mode, appeared at the origin, and represents a rigid body rotation of the
aircraft about the z-axis.
Roll Subsidence The roll subsidence, roll convergence or simply roll mode, is the
highest frequency mode, and is well damped, primarily constituted of roll rate p.
Short Period The second highest frequency mode is the short period mode. It is
oscillatory, but also well damped. The motion is primarily longitudinal, with a pitch
up motion(θ), in phase with an increase of aerodynamic angle of attack α ≈ w/u0
Dutch Roll The third highest frequency mode is the dutch roll. It is oscillatory,
with little damping. The motion is primarily constituted of yaw angle and aerody-
namic sideslip β ≈ v/u0
Phugoid The fourth highest frequency mode is the phugoid mode. It is oscillatory,
with almost no damping. The motion is primarily longitudinal, with an increase in
axial velocity u, out-of-phase with the pitching motion of the aircraft, θ. This lead
to the typical up-and-down motion of the aircraft, with little change in aerodynamic
angle of attack α ≈ w/u0 ≈ 0.
Spiral The spiral model is a very slow, diverging motion. It represents an increasing
roll and yaw angles. Even if this mode is unstable, it is usually deemed acceptable
due to the its very slow behavior.
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Rigid Body Motion As described in the opening paragraph, there is a rigid body
mode about the z-axis, located at the origin of the complex plane. The presence of
this mode is supported by the orientation of the aircraft about the z-axis - whether
the aircraft was pointing to the north, or to the south - would not change the motion.
This mode is a result of the problem formulation, and does not represent a relevant
motion for the analysis of the system.
5.2.3 Single Aircraft tethered to the ground
In order to gain the greatest insight in the system’s motion, the modal analysis
was also performed on the linear approximation of the dynamics of a single aircraft
tethered to the ground and a single aircraft in cruise. The eigenvalues are also shown
on Figure 42, and the mode shapes are shown in Table 9.
In order to gain more knowledge in the behavior of the non-linear systems, the
modes were also simulated using the non-linear dynamic model. The initial conditions
for the simulation were the trimmed control input and the trimmed states plus a
variation based on the mode shapes. Since the modes shapes are made of complex
numbers, any vector representing the modes shapes could be used. For the purpose
of this simulation, the real part of the modes shapes multiplied by a scaling factor
were used as initial conditions. Consequently, the type of motion of the system is
of interest, but not the magnitude of the displacement. The simulation results are
shown in Appendix G.
The state vector for the single aircraft tethered to the ground system is the fol-
lowing:
~x = [ζ, ξ, φ, θ, ψ, ζ̇, ξ̇, p, q, r]T (93)
It is also possible to convert the modeshapes and retrieve the aircraft velocity in
the body frame. This is performed by linearizing the Equation 48 about the trim
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condition. Note that the equation is simplified by the absence of tether elongation
and elongation rate ε and ε̇, no motion of the fuselage ẋp, ẏp and żp as well as no
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Mode G: Roll Subsidence The highest frequency mode is the mode G, which is
very close in frequency and in overall motion to the roll subsidence mode of a single
aircraft in cruise. The simulated motion of the aircraft in the inertial frame is shown
on Figure 43.
Mode F: Short Period Similarly, the second mode, the mode F is very close in
frequency and overall motion to the short period longitudinal mode. The motion is
shown on Figure 44.
Mode E: Dutch Roll Similarly, the second mode, the mode E is very close in
frequency and overall motion to the dutch roll. The motion of the mode is shown on
Figure 45. In Table 10, where the motion is expressed with velocities in the body
frame, characteristic side-slip of the dutch roll v̄ is more apparent.
Mode D: Phugoid The mode D is very close to the phugoid motion of the single
aircraft in cruise. It represents a pitch up and pitch down motion of the aircraft θ,
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Figure 42: Dynamic modes of a single aircraft tethered to the ground
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Table 9: Dynamic modes of a single aircraft tethered to the ground
Mode G Mode F1 Mode E1 Mode D1
-11.1 + 0i -5.2 + 6.52i -0.70 + 3.4i -0.005 + 0.887i
ζ -0.001 + 0i 0.008 + 0.003i -0.004 - 0.009i -0.45 - 0.021i
ξ 0 + 0i -0.001 - 0.001i -0.002 + 0.001i 0.036 + 0.335i
φ -0.085 + 0i 0.005 - 0.033i -0.066 - 0.04i 0.46 + 0i
θ -0.028 + 0i -0.074 - 0.087i 0.028 - 0.03i 0.004 - 0.448i
ψ -0.005 + 0i 0.016 + 0.02i -0.057 - 0.252i -0.032 + 0.101i
ζ̇ 0.007 + 0i -0.06 + 0.04i 0.034 - 0.006i 0.021 - 0.399i
ξ̇ -0.001 + 0i 0.008 - 0.001i -0.003 - 0.006i -0.298 + 0.03i
p 0.918 + 0i 0.139 + 0.125i 0.145 - 0.223i 0.007 + 0.01i
q 0.372 + 0i 0.968 + 0i 0.019 + 0.155i -0.001 + 0.013i
r 0.107 + 0i -0.086 - 0.003i 0.911 + 0i -0.09 - 0.056i
Mode C Mode B Mode A
-0.31+0i -0.2+0i -0.004+0i
ζ -0.05 + 0i -0.037 + 0i -0.001 + 0i
ξ 0.667 + 0i 0.611 + 0i 0.707 + 0i
φ 0.045 + 0i 0.363 + 0i 0.001 + 0i
θ 0.02 + 0i 0.027 + 0i 0 + 0i
ψ -0.678 + 0i -0.593 + 0i -0.707 + 0i
ζ̇ 0.016 + 0i 0.007 + 0i 0 + 0i
ξ̇ -0.207 + 0i -0.123 + 0i -0.003 + 0i
p -0.011 + 0i -0.058 + 0i 0 + 0i
q -0.075 + 0i -0.343 + 0i -0.001 + 0i
r 0.203 + 0i 0.075 + 0i 0.003 + 0i
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Table 10: Dynamic modes of a single aircraft tethered to the ground with aircraft
velocity expressed in the body frame
Mode G Mode F1 Mode E1 Mode D1
-11.1 + 0i -5.2 + 6.52i -0.70 + 3.4i -0.005 + 0.887i
φ -0.085 + 0i 0.005 - 0.033i -0.066 - 0.04i 0.46 + 0i
θ -0.028 + 0i -0.074 - 0.087i 0.028 - 0.03i 0.004 - 0.448i
ψ -0.005 + 0i 0.016 + 0.02i -0.057 - 0.252i -0.032 + 0.101i
ū 0.002 + 0i 0.004 + 0.003i 0.002 + 0.015i 0.117 + 0.055i
v̄ -0.031 + 0i 0.051 - 0.083i 0.015 + 0.25i 0.002 + 0.007i
w̄ -0.037 + 0i -0.013 - 0.123i -0.015 - 0.059i 0.009 + 0.002i
p 0.918 + 0i 0.139 + 0.125i 0.145 - 0.223i 0.007 + 0.01i
q 0.372 + 0i 0.968 + 0i 0.019 + 0.155i -0.001 + 0.013i
r 0.107 + 0i -0.086 - 0.003i 0.911 + 0i -0.09 - 0.056i
Mode C Mode B Mode A
-0.31+0i -0.2+0i -0.004+0i
φ 0.045 + 0i 0.363 + 0i 0.001 + 0i
θ 0.02 + 0i 0.027 + 0i 0 + 0i
ψ -0.678 + 0i -0.593 + 0i -0.707 + 0i
ū -0.18 + 0i -0.1 + 0.003i -0.003 + 0i
v̄ 0.003 + 0i 0.008 - 0.083i 0 + 0i
w̄ -0.01 + 0i 0.026 - 0.123i 0 + 0i
p -0.011 + 0i -0.058 + 0i 0 + 0i
q -0.075 + 0i -0.343 + 0i -0.001 + 0i
r 0.203 + 0i 0.075 + 0i 0.003 + 0i
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Figure 43: Motion of mode G
Figure 44: Motion of mode F
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Figure 45: Motion of mode E
that is leading the up and down motion of the aircraft ζ of the aircraft by almost 90◦.
Similarly to how the aircraft accelerates and decelerates in a classic phugoid motion,
the mode D exhibits the acceleration by the ξ̇ term. In Table 10, where the motion
is expressed with velocities in the body frame, it is apparent that the angle of attack,
w̄ is very small, but the axial velocity of the aircraft ū, typical to the phugoid mode
of a single aircraft is present.
The frequency of this mode is quite different from the phugoid mode of the single
aircraft in cruise: for the tethered case, the frequency is the frequency of the aircraft
circling about the origin Ω, which means that the aircraft reaches a maximal altitude
at the same azimuth location in the inertial frame. The tridimensional motion of the
aircraft has been simulated and is shown in Figure 46.
Mode C The modes C is a converging mode located on the real axis. Since the
period of the mode is longer than the time it takes to make a revolution about the
attachment point, the motion of the mode is hard to visualize when the snapshots
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Figure 47: Motion of the mode C compared to circular hover flight path
are superimposed. Consequently, the motion is shown on 4 different snapshots of the
simulated mode, shown on Figure 47.
As seen in the motion of the mode, the mode is initially comprised of an advancing
position ξ, but a lower velocity ξ̇. The advancing position is close to the inverse of the
change in angle ψ, denoting a coordinated rotation of the aircraft and its azimuthal
position. The expression of the velocity in the body frame effectively shows little to
no change in aerodynamic sidelslip angle.




Figure 48: Motion of the mode B compared to circular hover flight path
Mode B The mode B is similar to the mode C, as it is another slow converging
mode. The motion is similar to mode B as well, as is there is a portion of the motion
that involves a initial slower aircraft ξ̇. The motion of mode B is compared to a
circular flight path on Figure 48.
Mode A The mode A, located at (0 + 0i) is a pure rigid body mode in rotation of
the whole system about the z-axis at the attachment point. This rotation involves an
equal rotation of the tether angle ξ and the inverse of the aircraft about the z-axis
ψ. Similar to the single aircraft in cruise, this mode is attributable to the problem
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setup.
Observations Similar to the canonical problem, there seem to be a spectral sepa-
ration between modes A, B, C, D (low frequency) and the modes E, F and G (higher
frequency). The higher frequency modes present similarities in frequency and motion
to the roll subsidence, short period and dutch roll modes of the same aircraft in cruise
condition.
The phugoid mode presents the interesting difference that the period of the mode
is the same as the time it takes for the aircraft to make a full revolution. Finally, there
are two stable spiral modes that present some axial velocity damping characteristics
as well.
5.2.3.1 Dynamic Modes of Three Aircraft Tethered to a Shared Load
Details About Analysis in Multi-Blade Coordinates Johnson demonstrated
the results of the dynamic analysis for a helicopter blade flapping, which represents a
classic application of MBC. The analysis of a single blade is compared to the analysis
the same blade, part of a three-bladed rotor system, studied in MBC explained by
Johnson [55] :
The nonrotating eigenvalues for the βnc and βns degrees of freedom are
simply the rotating roots shifted in frequency by n/rev: s = sr ± in.
A notional representation of how the modes are shifted with multi-blade coordi-
nates is shown on Figure 49.
Johnson also notes [55]:
When the individual blades of the rotor are not independent, but rather
are coupled through the fixed system (such as by the control system or
shaft motion), the nonrotating modes are not all influenced in the same
manned and the real parts of the roots will not necessarily be identical not
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(a) Modes of all blades, in the rotating frame













(b) Modes in the nonrotating frame (MBC)
Figure 49: Notional representation of the flapping modes of a 3-bladed rotor system
in the rotating frame and in the nonrotating frame
will the frequencies be separated by exactly n/rev. The basic character
[...] still dominates the roots in the nonrotating frame however.
For tethered aircraft, it is clear that the aircraft are not independent, due to the
coupling of the motion thought the payload motion. However, some modes might
exhibit similar trends when compared from the IBC to MBC.
Analysis of the Dynamic Modes An eigenvalue analysis of the matrix ANR was
performed. In order to avoid including the rigid body modes, the column and rows
associated with the payload states x, y and z were removed. The analysis led to 18
modes, and their eigenvalues are shown on Figure 50.
Similar to the analysis of the modeshapes of a single aircraft tethered to the
ground, the illustration of the aircraft velocity in the body frame can be relevant to
the analysis.
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The controllability of the different modes is also investigated. In order to do so,
the Popov-Belevitch-Hautus (PBH) controllability [26, 76] test is performed on the
system. The PBH test consists of identifying whether the left eigenvectors w of the
matrix Anr, which represent the dynamic modes of the linear system, are orthogonal
to the columns of the input matrix Bnr. An uncontrollable mode will lead to:
wi
TBnr = 0 (96)
The results of this test also inform of the contribution of the components of the
control vector to control the mode wi.
It can be observed that some of the roots exhibit the conventional MBC represen-
tation results: the MBC roots are similar to the IBC, with some shift of the imaginary
part. This is the case of the mode E in IBC and modes 11, 12 and 13 in MBC, the
mode F in IBC and modes 14, 15 and 16 in MBC and the mode G in IBC and modes
17 and 18 in MBC. For each of those sets, the mode shapes are compared in Tables
11, 13 and 16. Because of the large number of states for the three aircraft system,
the five to six most relevant states for each mode are outlined.
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Figure 50: Dynamic modes of a single aircraft tethered to the ground compared to
the modes of a system of 3 aircraft, in MBC
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The other modes of the three aircraft system do not necessarily follow the IBC to
MBC trend and are characterized by a lower frequency. The associated mode-shapes
are shown in Table 19 to 27.
It is observed that the modes have either only only collective degrees of motion,
or cyclic ones. The collective degrees of freedom are zp, żp, ζ0, ζ̇0, ξ0, ξ̇0, as well as the
collective aircraft body angles and angular rates φ0, θ0, ψ0, p0, q0, r0. In counterparts,
the cyclic degrees of freedom are xp, ẋp, yp, ẏp, ζc, ζ̇c, ξs, ξ̇s, φc, φs, θc, θs, φc, φs, pc,
ps, qc, qs, rc, rs. The modes will be referred to as either collective modes or cyclic
modes based on which set of degrees of freedom are present.
Modes 17 and 18 v.s. Mode G: Roll Subsidence Mode 17 (-10.75+0i) and
mode 18 (-10.7 - 0.89i) are very close to the mode G of the single tethered aircraft
system, and their associated eigenvectors are shown in Table 11. The product wi
TBnr
is expressed in Table 12.
As per the mode G, mode 17 is primarily a motion of the aircraft in roll p, slightly
in pitch q, and is critically damped. The mode 17 represented a synchronized motion
of the airplanes, which also introduces a slight up-and-down motion of the fuselage w,
a component not expressed by the single aircraft tethered to the ground system. The
control input that have authority on this mode are mainly the synchronized elevator
and aileron deflection, as shown in Table 12.
It is possible to convert easily the modeshape of mode 17 and retrieve the variations
of aircraft velocity in the body frame ū, v̄ and w̄, as the motion is collective to the
aircraft. However, for the proposed representation of the modeshapes, the change in
aircraft body velocities are very small.
The mode 18 is the cyclic variation of roll and pitch motion of the aircraft. This
mode has a periodic component, but is still highly damped. This mode introduces
no motion to the fuselage, possibly due to the high frequency of the mode. The
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Table 11: Comparison of modal analysis of a single aircraft tethered to the ground




ζ -0.001 + 0i
ξ 0 + 0i
φ -0.085 + 0i
θ -0.028 + 0i
ψ -0.005 + 0i
ζ̇ 0.007 + 0i
ξ̇ -0.001 + 0i
p 0.918 + 0i
q 0.372 + 0i
r 0.107 + 0i
3AC, MBC
Mode 17 Mode 18.1
-10.75+0i -10.7 - 0.89i
p0 0.934 + 0i ps 0.666 + 0i
q0 0.297 + 0i pc 0 - 0.666i
żp 0.16 + 0i qs 0.215 + 0.001i
φo -0.087 + 0i qc 0.001 - 0.215i
r0 0.069 + 0i φs -0.062 + 0.005i
φc -0.005 + 0.062i
sine component of the motion leads the cosine component in phase by 90◦, which
means that the motion is receding in the nonrotating frame: The aircraft fly in the
counterclockwise direction above the fuselage, and the mode rotates in the clockwise
direction.
As expected, the control input that have authority on this mode are the cyclic
variation of elevator and aileron deflection, as shown in Table 12.
Modes 14, 15 and 16 v.s. Mode F: Short Period The modes 14, 15 and 15 are
very close in frequency and motion of the Mode F from the single aircraft tethered to
the ground model, which represented a mode similar to the longitudinal Short Period
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δa0 -46.4 + 0i δas 33.2 + 0i
δe0 11.7 + 0i δac 0 + 33.2i
δr0 0.89 + 0i δes -8.7 + 0i
δt0 -0.0092 + 0i δec -0.036 - 8.66i
δrs 0.011 - 0.47i
δrc 0.47 - 0.011i
mode.
All three modes have a very similar real part of their eigenvector, as highligthed
in Table 13.
The mode 15 represents the synchronized motion of the three aircraft, where only
the collective part of the motion are present, as per typical MBC analysis. When
compared to the mode F, there is an additional up-and-down motion of the fuselage
present w. The conversion of the motion expressed in the aircraft body frame is
shown in Table 14. It shows the increase of angle of attack typical to short period
modes.
For the mode 14, the sine part of the motion leads the cosine part of the motion
in phase by 90◦, which means that it represents a receding motion in the nonrotating
frame. The motion of the fuselage, described by u and v, is also counterclockwise.
In comparison, for the higher frequency mode 16, the cosine part of the motion
leads the sine part of the motion in phase by 90◦, which means that the mode is
advancing in the nonrotating frame.
For all three modes, the control input that have authority on the motion are
mainly the elevator and the aileron.
The mode 15 and 16 represent well the trend expected in the conversion of the
modes from the rotating frame to the nonrotating frame, as shown in Figure 51. The
simulation results of the aircraft angle θ are similar in trend and timing for modes
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Table 13: Comparison of modal analysis of a single aircraft tethered to the ground




ζ 0.008 + 0.003i
ξ -0.001 - 0.001i
φ 0.005 - 0.033i
θ -0.074 - 0.087i
ψ 0.016 + 0.02i
ζ̇ -0.06 + 0.04i
ξ̇ 0.008 - 0.001i
p 0.139 + 0.125i
q 0.968 + 0i
r -0.086 - 0.003i
3AC, MBC
Mode 14.1 Mode 15.1 Mode 16.1
-5.57 +5.8i -5.65 + 6.68i -5.54 + 7.55i
qc 0.611 + 0i q0 0.79 + 0i qc -0.631 + 0i
qs -0.008 + 0.611i żp -0.44 - 0.301i qs 0.006 + 0.63i
ẏp -0.177 - 0.195i p0 0.224 - 0.097i ẏp -0.103 - 0.178i
ẋp -0.191 + 0.177i r0 -0.146 - 0.004i ẋp 0.177 - 0.099i
pc 0.171 + 0.078i θ0 -0.058 + 0.069i pc -0.177 - 0.083i
ps -0.08 + 0.170 ps -0.083 - 0.177
15 and F. Note that the range of values are not the same due to the scaling factor
on the modeshape. Similarly, due to the fact that this mode is collective mode, the
value of θ0 = θac1 = θac3 = θac3 . Moreover, the value of values of θs = θc = 0. The
mode 16, in counterparts, is a cyclic mode. For this mode, the value of θ0 = 0. In
counter parts, θs and θc take about the same time to reach a steady state value than
θ0 of mode 15.
.
Modes 11, 12 and 13 v.s. Mode E: Dutch Roll The modes 11, 12 and 13 are
the three modes that are approximated as representing the mode E, or Dutch Roll of
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(a) Individual aircraft angle θ t
during simulation of mode 15
















(b) Angle θ in the nonrotating
frame during simulation of mode
15



















(c) Individual aircraft angle θ
during simulation of mode 16















(d) Angle θ in the nonrotating
frame during simulation of mode
16













(e) Angle θ of the single aircraft
attached to the ground during
simulation of mode F
Figure 51: Comparison of aircraft pitch angle θ time signature for mode 15 and 16
the single aircraft tethered to the ground. As per the mode E, the modes 11, 12 and
13 are mainly yaw and roll motion. All three modes have a similar real part, and are
lightly damped.




q0 0.79 + 0i
żp -0.44 - 0.301i
p0 0.224 - 0.097i
r0 -0.146 - 0.004i
w̄ -0.006 - 0.101i
θ0 -0.058 + 0.069i
v̄ 0.033 - 0.057i
Table 14: Mode 15 with velocity expressed in aircraft body frame






δes 0.16 + 27.12i δe0 -35.53 - 0.58i δes 0.41 - 27.97i
δec -27.11 - 0.20i δa0 12.42 - 4.53i δec -27.96 - 0.14i
δac 9.29 - 3.77i δr0 0.21 + 0.72i δac 9.60 - 4.07i
δas -3.94 - 9.21i δt0 -0.023 - 0.016i δas 4.01 + 9.62i
δrc 0.31 + 0.34i δrc -0.21 - 0.40i
δrs 0.34 + 0.3i δrs 0.40 - 0.21i
degrees of freedom, which also introduces a up-and-down motion of the fuselage w.
The lower frequency mode 11 the cosine part of the motion leads the sine part
in phase by 90◦, which makes this mode an advancing mode, while for the higher
frequency mode 13, the sine part of the motion leads the cosine part in phase by 90◦,
which makes this mode an receding mode.
For all three modes, the control input that have authority on the motion are the
aileron and rudder input.
Modes 10: Cyclic altitude variation of the aircraft The mode 10 is a cyclic
mode characterized by a cyclic variation of the altitude of the aircraft, with its pul-
sation located at about this the angular velocity of the aircraft Ω. This mode can be
compared to the mode D of the single aircraft tethered to the ground, in which the
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Table 16: Comparison of modal analysis of a single aircraft tethered to the ground




ζ -0.004 - 0.009i
ξ -0.002 + 0.001i
φ -0.066 - 0.04i
θ 0.028 - 0.03i
ψ -0.057 - 0.252i
ζ̇ 0.034 - 0.006i
ξ̇ -0.003 - 0.006i
p 0.145 - 0.223i
q 0.019 + 0.155i
r 0.911 + 0i
3AC, MBC
Mode 11.1 Mode 12.1 Mode 13.1
-0.729 + 2.53i -0.738 + 3.43i -0.72 + 4.31i
rs -0.613 + 0i r0 0.875 + 0i rs 0.65 + 0i
rc 0.001 - 0.613i żp -0.163 - 0.223i rc 0.001 - 0.65i
ψs 0.064 - 0.224i p0 0.192 + 0.188i ps 0.143 + 0.137i
ψc 0.223 + 0.064i ψo -0.052 + 0.244i pc 0.137 - 0.143i
ps -0.134 - 0.131i ψs -0.025 + 0.147i




r0 0.875 + 0i
żp -0.163 - 0.223i
p0 0.192 + 0.188i
ψo -0.052 + 0.244i
v̄ 0.01 + 0.243i
w̄ -0.014 - 0.058i
Table 17: Mode 12 with velocity expressed in aircraft body frame






δas 6.67 + 6.47i δa0 9.66 + 9.38i δas -7.11 - 6.74i
δac -6.44 + 6.65i δr0 6.68 + 0.08i δac -6.73 + 7.10i
δrc 4.52 - 0.12i δe0 1.93 + 4.02i δrs 0.21 + 4.76i
δrs 0.11 + 4.51i δt0 -0.01 - 0.0113i δrc -4.76 + 0.22i
δec -3.03 + 1.47i δec -3.27 + 1.45i
δes -1.48 - 3i δes 1.47 + 3.25i
motion of the aircraft is out of phase, creating a higher-frequency mode in the nonro-
tating frame. On Figure 52, the blue circle illustrates the the instantaneous plane on
which the three aircraft are located: The motion of this plane is complete after a full
period of the mode. In comparison, Figure 53 shows that the up and down motion,
represented by the tether angle ζ is a bout halfway through its cycle. Additional
states and their conversion to the nonrotating frame are found in the appendix.
During the simulation of mode 10 the fuselage also sees a circular motion, but it
is small in amplitude when compared to the aircraft change of altitude.
Analogously to how mode D had little to no damping, the mode is slightly unsta-
ble, and its time to double amplitude is multiple factors of the aircraft period about
the fuselage. While the mode is unstable, it is still stabilizable : the main control
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ẏp 0.55 + 0i
ẋp 0 - 0.54i
ps -0.20 - 0.09i
pc -0.09 + 0.20i
qc -0.20 - 0.08i
qs 0.08 + 0.19i
w10
TBnr
δas -10.21 - 4.78i
δac -4.81 + 10.14i
δec 8.84 + 2.76i
δes -2.74 + 8.78i
δrc -0.22 + 0.50i
δrs 0.49 + 0.18i
Table 19: Mode 10



















(a) Individual aircraft tether angle















(b) Tether angle in the nonrotating frame
Figure 53: Tether angle ζ during the simulation of mode 10
Modes 8 and 9: cyclic acceleration of the aircraft Mode 8 and 9 show sim-
ilar characteristics. Their motion are primarily a cyclic acceleration of the aircraft
velocity, coupled to a small, anti-clockwise motion of the fuselage. Both modes are
stable.
A main difference lies in how the control have authority on the motion: for mode
9, most cyclic control input have authority on the motion, while for mode 8, the cyclic
aileron input has the majority of the impact, as shown Table 21.
Modes 7: Scissor mode The mode 7 is a collective mode, dominated the fuselage
vertical velocity and tether angle ζ0. The altitude of the fuselage and of one of the

































































ẏp 0.6681 + 0i
ẋp -0.0002 + 0.67i
ξ̇s -0.0125 + 0.14i
ξ̇c -0.14 - 0.012i
rc 0.12 + 0.005i
rs 0.005 - 0.12i
w9
TBnr
δrs 0.89 + 0.705i
δrc -0.70 + 0.89i
δes 0.44 + 0.618i
δec 0.62 - 0.428i
δas -0.15 - 0.057i
δac -0.06 + 0.14i
Table 20: Mode 9
Mode 8.1
-0.20 - 0.90i
ẏp -0.4 + 0i
ẋp 0 - 0.4i
ξs -0.15 + 0.23i
ξc -0.23 - 0.15i
ψs 0.15 - 0.22i
ψc 0.22 + 0.15i
w8
TBnr
δac -5.15 + 7.07i
δas -7.07 - 5.16i
δrs -1.18 - 1.92i
δrc 1.92 - 1.18i
δec -0.86 - 1.03i
δes 1.023 - 0.87i
Table 21: Mode 8
the vertical position of the aircraft. In three dimensions, the motion leads to an
increase of the radius of the aircraft circular path when the fuselage is up, hence the
comparison to the motion of a ”scissor mode”, as shown in Figure 56.
The frequency of the mode is very close to the aircraft angular velocity about
the fuselage. While this mode is unstable, it is controllable, mainly by the collective
action of the aircraft elevator, aileron and rudder.
Mode 7.1
0.013 + 0.89i
żp 0.876 + 0i
ζ0 0.056 - 0.18i
φo -0.08 + 0.16i
θ0 -0.16 - 0.06i
ζ̇0 -0.17 - 0.05i
Mode 7.1
0.013 + 0.89i
żp 0.876 + 0i
ζ0 0.056 - 0.18i
φo -0.08 + 0.16i
θ0 -0.16 - 0.06i
ū -0.004 - 0.035i
w7
TBnr
δe0 4.29 + 6.34i
δa0 6.39 - 3.81i
δr0 -1.94 + 0.14i
Table 22: Mode 7
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Figure 55: Mode 7: Change of aircraft altitude compared to change of fuselage
altitude
Modes 6: Phugoid-type mode The mode 6 is a collective mode, characterized
by a up-and-down motion of the suspended mass. Since there is little contribution of
the tether angle ζ, the aircraft move up-and-down simultaneously, as shown in Figure
57.
It is interesting to note that the frequency of the mode is very close to the aircraft
angular velocity about the fuselage. Similar to mode 7, the mode has very little
damping, it is controllable, mainly by the collective action of the aircraft elevator,
aileron and rudder.
Modes 5: Cyclic acceleration of the aircraft Mode 5 is a cyclic mode that
is similar to modes 8 and 9: is it constituted of a cyclic acceleration of the aircraft
axial velocity, and a counter-clockwise motion of the payload. The real-part of the
eigenvalue for this root is also the same as for modes 8 and 9.
Modes 3 and mode 4: Fuselage Whirl The modes 3 and 4 are the two cyclic
modes with a frequency lower than the the aircraft angular velocity Ω. Both modes































































Figure 56: Snapshots of the aircraft circular flight plane for mode 7
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żp -0.992 + 0i
φo 0.038 + 0.038i
θ0 -0.026 + 0.041i
p0 0.029 - 0.036i
q0 0.038 + 0.018i
Mode 6.1
-0.18 + 0.86i
żp -0.992 + 0i
φo 0.038 + 0.038i
θ0 -0.026 + 0.041i
p0 0.029 - 0.036i
q0 0.038 + 0.018i
ū 0.021 - 0.026i
w6
TBnr
δe0 -3.42 - 0.88i
δa0 2.34 - 1.77i
δr0 1.89 - 0.05i
Table 23: Mode 6
Mode 5.1
-0.20 + 0.65i
ẏp 0.655 + 0i
ẋp -0.003 + 0.65i
ξs 0.163 + 0.03i
ξc -0.029 + 0.163i
ψs -0.14 - 0.033i
ψc 0.034 - 0.139i
w5
TBnr
δas -1.18 - 0.93i
δac -0.93 + 1.17i
δes 1.15 + 0.36i
δec 0.36 - 1.14i
δrs 0.67 + 0.33i
δrc -0.33 + 0.66i
Table 24: Mode 5
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similar contributions from rudder, elevator and aileron input.
One of the main differences between the modes are the fact that the fuselage
rotates in a counter-clockwise direction (same as the aircraft) for the mode 4, and in
a clockwise direction for the mode 3.
Mode 4.1
0.077 + 0.36i
ẏp 0.72 + 0i
ẋp 0.027 + 0.69i
ξc 0.02 + 0.03i
ξs 0.03 - 0.02i
ψs 0.006 + 0.03i
ψc -0.026 + 0.006i
w4
TBnr
δrc -0.844 - 0.019i
δrs -0.046 + 0.819i
δas -0.736 - 0.252i
δac -0.267 + 0.696i
δes 0.679 - 0.251i
δec -0.246 - 0.631i
Table 25: Mode 4
Mode 3.1
0.024 + 0.31i
ẏp 0.7208 + 0i
ẋp 0.0085 - 0.69i
θc -0.0014 - 0.029i
θs 0.0288 - 0.001i
φs 0.01 + 0.02i
φc 0.02 - 0.01i
w3
TBnr
δrc -0.765 - 0.03i
δes 0.653 + 0.365i
δrs 0.018 - 0.737i
δec -0.362 + 0.61i
δas -0.655 - 0.194i
δac 0.185 - 0.63i
Table 26: Mode 3
Modes 2 Mode 2 is slow collective mode located on the real axis. The frequency
and motion of the mode 2 is akin to the one of the modes C and B of the single
aircraft tethered to the ground: the main elements driving the motion are the lag of
the aircraft with respect to its nominal position and it’s axial velocity ū.
This mode is stable and slow, and the control input that have authority is mainly
the collective aileron deflection.
Mode 1: Rigid body motion Similar to the single aircraft system, the mode 1,
located as 0 + 0i is a rigid body mode, comprised of an equal rotation of the aircraft
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ξ0 -0.658 + 0i
ψo 0.645 + 0i
φo -0.305 + 0i
ξ̇0 0.149 + 0i
r0 -0.146 + 0i
Mode 2.1
-0.23 + 0i
ξ0 -0.658 + 0i
ψo 0.645 + 0i
φo -0.305 + 0i
r0 -0.146 + 0i
ū 0.128 + 0i
w̄ -0.0227 + 0i
v̄ -0.0071 + 0i
w2
TBnr
δa0 3.519 + 0i
δe0 -1.288 + 0i
δr0 -1.03 + 0i
Table 27: Mode 2
5.2.4 Observations on the dynamic modes
5.2.4.1 Observations on the modes of the single aircraft tethered to ground
The use of the conventional aircraft in cruise model is useful to compare the dynamic
modes of the single aircraft tethered to the ground. It is observed that the higher
frequency modes: roll subsidence, short period and dutch roll kept a similar root.
However, the phugoid mode for the tethered aircraft shifted frequency and is now on
the imaginary axis, at a frequency of Ω, the angular velocity of the aircraft about the
fixed point. Two new spiral types of modes were also observed, both stable.
5.2.4.2 Comparison of the Modes With Different Levels of Complexity
The dynamic modes of the single aircraft tethered to the ground system were com-
pared to the dynamics of the three aircraft tethered to the shared payload in MBC.
Even if they represent different characteristics, each models present interesting fea-
tures. While the three aircraft system presents the full dynamics and has all the
modes, the single aircraft system is simpler to analyze and allows to gain more in-
sight in the aircraft motion. Mainly, the single aircraft tethered to the ground model
was appropriate to evaluate the higher frequency modes of the system: the coupling
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of the motion through the fuselage degrees of freedom did not affect the overall mo-
tion of the roll subsidence, short period and dutch roll modes. The transformation
to MBC created a trio of modes separated on the imaginary axis by about Ω, as
expected from this type of transformation.
5.2.4.3 Dynamic modes of the three aircraft system in multi-blade coordinates
The use of the multi-blade coordinates allowed to successfully analyze the linear,
dynamic modes of the three aircraft lifting a shared load, and lead to the following
observations.
First, the system exhibits 18 dynamic modes, including a rigid body mode. Seven
modes were observed to be derived from the aircraft-dominated modes of roll roll
subsidence, short period and dutch roll.
The other, lower frequency modes can be separated in collective and cyclic modes.
The collective modes were a series of phugoid mode, a scissor mode as well as a spiral
type of motion of the aircraft. The collective characteristic of the mode indicates
that all aircraft see a coordinate motion, the suspended fuselage sees a up-and-down
motion only, and only the collective control input have authority on the motion.
The series of cyclic modes included a cyclic up-and-down motion of the aircraft,
three cyclic acceleration of the aircraft modes as well as two fuselage whirl modes.
Multiple modes were located on the real axis, and some were unstable, but the
rate at which the amplitude of the motion increases is in the order of the rate of
increase for the spiral dive of the single aircraft in cruise condition. Finally, it was
observed that all of the modes were controllable based on the PBH controllability
test.
5.2.5 Comparison to discretized tether model
One of the assumptions used in the development if this model was the use of a
massless, rigid tether. In order to gain some insight on how these assumptions affect
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the dynamic assessment, a discretized, tether model based on the equations used in
Rancourt [79] was created. The model assumptions are the following:
• The tether is discretized in five spring-like elements.
• Lift and drag forces are calculated on each elements.
• The mass of each tether element is concentrated at a point which has the asso-
ciated position and velocity states.
The assumptions for the tether parameters are the following: the tether has a
linear mass of 0.1 kg/m and an outside diameter of 6.4 mm, inspired by the data
available for the Makani system [2]. The final parameter is the axial rigidity which is
harder to evaluate from literature. Among published results, Williams [104] presented
the stiffness properties for multiple tether components. Among them, the Spectra,
with Young modulus of 120 GPa is presented as a material of choice. Assuming that
the cable’s stiffness property is represented by this value of Young’s modulus, a cross-
section of 8.3 mm2 would be required to have the a stiffness of 106. This represents
a tether which would include a structural component with a diameter of 3.3 mm.
This seems appropriate given the data published on the external diameter (6.4 mm).
Consequently, an axial stiffness of 1000 kN/ε is selected, where ε represent the axial
deformation, with the units of deformation per unit length (∆L/L).
In the previous section, it was identified that the single aircraft tethered to the
ground model presented interesting dynamic modes and presented simpler analysis
requirements, namely by having fewer states and no need to transform in multi-blade
coordinates. Consequently, a comparison of the dynamic modes of the single aircraft


























Change of bank angle
Figure 60: Trim solution for a single aircraft tethered to the ground with a rigid
tether (blue) and with a flexible tether (red).
5.2.5.1 Trim Results
First, the trim analysis is presented in Figure 60. In both models, the force vector at
the attachment point and the aircraft velocity are imposed. It can be observed that
there is a small change in aircraft attitude, mainly the bank angle. This is due to the
fact that tether mass creates additional centrifugal load that for which the aircraft
has to compensate. Also, it can be observed that the tether deflection is noticeable,
but small. For example, the deflection in the y-axis is 1.4 m, which is relatively small
compared to the tether length (55 m). Moreover, it is a lot smaller than the deflection
seen in the analysis from Williams detailed in the literature.
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5.2.5.2 Dynamic Modes
The second analysis of interest in the comparison of the dynamic modes, as seen in
Figure 61. The first observation that can be made is that the model with flexible
tether has many high frequency modes, going up to almost two orders of magnitude
when compared to the mode G. These high frequency modes are related to the tether
motion, with little to no damping, which is coherent with the spring-like tether model.
The aircraft dominated modes (E,G and F) do not see a great impact from the
choice of the tether models. The mode D, which was the phugoid-type mode, has
two equivalent modes for the model with a flexible tether. One of them has greater
damping, coherent with the presence of additional drag on the tether, and the other
one is a lower frequency mode presenting similar characteristics as mode D. Finally,
the spiral-type modes remain similar regardless of the choice of tether model.
5.2.5.3 Observations
The comparison of the the system with rigid or a flexible tether allowed to identify
interesting characteristics. First, the contribution of the tether drag, weight and
centrifugal loading does not impose a radical change on the steady-state condition, or
trim. While these effects might be important for power requirements and performance
evaluation, the dynamic implications of the difference of trim conditions are relatively
limited.
Second, the model also allowed a comparison of the linear dynamic modal analysis.
The presence of flexibility in the tether created a high number of very high frequency
modes, mainly dominated by tether motion. This would have an impact on the
accuracy of the prediction of the tether force, for example. In counterparts, the
presence of those modes would impart a higher computational cost for the simulation,
and would represent a challenge for the state conversion to multi-blade coordinates.
While this experiment allowed to highlight some of the limitations of the dynamic
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High frequency tether modes
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Figure 61: Comparison of the dynamic modes for a single aircraft tethered to the
ground with: with and without tether flexibility
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model, the aircraft-dominated modes remain close to unchanged. Given the advan-
tages and characteristics of the rigid massless tether model, it is kept for the remaining
steps of the analysis.
5.3 Assessment of Tether Attachment Location
For an aircraft with a given aerodynamic layout, the location of the center of gravity
represents a variable that can be tuned in order to meet some dynamic criteria. On
the case of a tethered aircraft, the location of the attachment point of the tether
represents an additional degree of freedom. The present section will present the
method to assess the possible location of the tether attachment point.
The overall method presented is a step-like approach. It involves: finding the
attachment volume in which trim feasible, finding the subset that leads to a stable
aircraft, and finally, rank the feasible cases based on their ability to operate in a
steady wind condition.
5.3.1 Trim Constrained Attachment Volume
The first constraint on the tether attachment location is whether it is possible to trim
the aircraft in circular hover flight. The related constraints include the maximum
aerodynamic coefficients on the lifting surfaces, maximum control deflections, etc.
The limits of the attachment point in the x-y plane are shown in Figure 62. The
area is loosely centered around the center of gravity, extends forwards, backwards as
well as both in the positive and negative y direction. The first observation from this
result is that it would not be possible to attach the aircraft at by the wingtip for this
flight condition.
Different constraints are active on the attachment point boundary. Figure 63 illus-
trates which element constraints the attachment point on the boundary: maximum
lift coefficient, maximum control deflections or sideslip angle.
In order to gain insight in the results illustrated in Figure 63, especially for the
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Figure 62: Tether attachment point constrained by trim limits
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Figure 63: Active constraints on the attachment limit
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Figure 64: Control deflection as a function of the spanwise tether attachment point.
region inside the feasible domain, a sweep of attachment location along the spanwise
axis has been analyzed and the results are illustrates in Figure 64. It can be observed
that for this sweep,the aileron deflection (positive with the inboard section aileron
down) is monotonically decreasing as the attachment point moves outward. The
sideslip angle and the rudder deflection become important limiting factors as the
attachment moves to the extremes. Consequently, multiple factors must be considered
for possible actuation margins and their selection is not trivial.
5.3.2 Open-Loop Constraints
In the previous subsection, the limit of the tether attachment locations based on the
capability to trim were presented. The next step is to identify the attachment point
region that leads to desirable open-loop-characteristics.
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5.3.2.1 Change with Longitudinal Tether Attachment Location
In order to gain insight on the impact of the tether attachment location on the
open-loop characteristics, a sweep of different longitudinal attachment points on the
aircraft were analyzed: x = −0.25,−0.12, 0, 0.125, 0.25 m.The roots of the linear
approximation of the dynamics are shown in Figure 65. It can be seen that the for
the range of tether attachment locations, all the modes remain stable except for two:
mode D and mode B.
Mode D The mode D is the tilt of the flight path plane, at the frequency corre-
sponding to the aircraft angular velocity. It is observed that when the attachment
point is at -0.125 m, this mode becomes slightly unstable. The real part of the root is
less than 2 %. It is understood that the method used to obtain these roots might have
numerical errors, and this observation might be the consequence of the limitations of
the models.
Mode B The mode B is the spiral-type of motion. It is observed that when the
tether attachment point is in front of the center of gravity, the spiral mode becomes
unstable. While spiral mode is very slow, it is deemed appropriate that this configu-
ration would be discarded.
In light of these observations, the open-loop requirements were adjusted, following
Figure 66. First, the requirement on the single aircraft tethered to the ground system
has been shifted by a small value ε to include possible numerical errors. For the three
aircraft system expressed in MBC, the requirement to have the modes slower than the
aircraft angular velocity Ω has been shifted by a value f > 1, to account for possible
errors on the numerical analysis. Finally, instead of having a constraint to have all
the modes stables, the constraint is shifted by a damping ratio of -0.25.
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Figure 66: Open loop characteristics required for a single aircraft attached to the
ground and for the three aircraft system
The results of the new open-loop constrained attachment region for the nomi-
nal flight path are illustrated in Figure 67. The feasible attachment region remains
relatively large, and extends to about 0.7 m on the inboard portion of the wing.
5.3.3 Trimmed in Steady Wind Constraint
The analysis of the feasibility to operate under a steady-wind condition while still
maintaining positive actuation and lift coefficient margins was performed over the
attachment region defined in Figure 67.
First, it was observed that most of the previously defined region leads to feasible
results, except a few cases located on the edge of the feasible space described in Figure
67. Some of the cases were able to operate with no margin, which led to a very high
cost functions Φ. These cases were discarded from the analysis, but it was noted that
attachment points located on the edge of the feasibility space should be treated with
care.
The result of the cost function to operate in a steady wind is displayed in Figure
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Figure 67: Attachment location constrained by the desirable open loop characteristics
68. Contour lines of cost are displayed on the Figure, and the contours of maximum
and minimum values are identified. It can be observed that the minimal cost function
is located aft of the center of gravity, very close to the neutral point and extends to
both +y and -y directions. Most of the contour lines are parallel to the x-axis, which
leads to no differentiation along the span-wise direction.
The process was also applied to the trim results of the steady-state, circular hover
cases. The results of the cost function Φhover are shown in Figure 69. Similar results
from the steady-wind conditions are obtained: small variation of the cost along the
span, and the optimal solution located slightly aft of the center of gravity. In light
of those results, the best tether attachment location for this flight path is rear of the
center of gravity, at about x=-0.1 m, y=0 m.
The decomposition of the components that contribute to the cost-to-trim in the
no wind condition are illustrated in Figure 70: the maximum lift coefficient seen
on the wings, the rudder, elevator and aileron deflection. The trends are relatively
homogeneous, but some of the objectives are conflicting. The maximum allowed local
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Figure 68: Cost function Φwind to operate under a steady-wind
















Figure 69: Cost function to operate in trimmed, circular hover Φhover
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(a) Max Lift Coefficient




























































Figure 70: Components of the cost-to-trim as a function of the tether attachment
point
lift coefficient is 1, and the maximum control deflection is 45◦, which shows that the
lift coefficient margin is sometimes relatively small, while the actuation margin in
hover is always greater than 25◦. Consequently, the lift coefficient mainly drives the
cost function showed on Figure 69. Finally, from the results of Figure 70, it can be
observed that indeed, the point x=-0.1 m, y=0 m is an appropriate tradeoff between
the various elements contributing to the cost-to-trim.
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5.4 Assessment of Different Flight Paths
The previous section evaluated the nominal flight path, defined by a tether angle of
ζ = 45◦. The variations around the nominal flight path presented in Chapter 3 are
presented in the section.
5.4.1 Results: Comparison of the Off-Design Configurations
The process described for the nominal flight path was repeated for the two off-design
conditions. The result of the combined cost to trim in hover and cost to trim with a
steady wind condition, Φconfig, are illustrated in Figure 71. For all three configura-
tions, the attachment point that minimizes the combined cost to hover and operate
in a steady wind condition is aft of the cg. The optimal costs are similar, and do
not clearly differentiate between the configurations themselves. The power required
could be an additional differentiating factor, for example. Among these three config-
urations, the configuration with the minimal power required was the nominal flight
path with ζ = 40◦. The fact that this condition has minimal power is an artifact
of the problem setup: the tether both the tether length and the tether angles were
imposed.
5.5 Assessment of the Vehicle Performance Through Vary-
ing Suspended Mass
As outlined in the first chapter, one application of the tethered aircraft is long en-
durance flight. The analysis presented in this section tries to find an attachment
point that would be applicable to different values of suspended mass.
Three values of suspended mass are studied: 200 kg, 350 kg and the nominal case
of 500 kg. The minimal value of 200 kg represents the end of a mission, where all
the fuel has been depleted. The results of their individual analyses are illustrated in
Figure 72.
The results were combined in an aggregated cost functions over the union of
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Figure 71: Combined cost function to operate in trimmed, circular hover and with
a steady wind for three flight paths Φconfig: ζ = 40
◦ left, ζ = 50◦ right and nominal
flight path ζ = 45◦ at the bottom
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Figure 72: Combined cost function to operate in trimmed, circular hover and with
a steady wind for a system with variable suspended mass Φconfig: 200 kg left, 350 kg
right and the nominal case of 500 kg, bottom.
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Figure 73: Combined cost function Φtotal for the attachment location across the cases
defined my a suspended mass of 200 kg, 350 kg and 500 kg.
the open-loop constrained region of the three suspended mass cases. the results are
presented in Figure 73. The longitudinal position of the minimal cost function is
similar to the other results: slightly aft of the center of gravity. However, along the
y-axis, the optimal attachment point is 0.25 m toward the inboard wing.
This result is not trivial to predict. However, it can be noted however that an
attachment point defined previously of x=-0.1 m, y=0 m be an other feasible, yet
sub-optimal alternative.
5.6 Closed-loop Simulation
The previous sections detailed the selection of different design and operational param-













Figure 74: The linear controller in the nonrotating frame requires conversion of the
states from IBC to MBC and conversion of the control input from MBC to IBC
in an attempt to include a simple controller on the system and simulate a constant
wind step input.
For this case, the tether attachment location was at one of the optimal attachment
point identified in the previous section, which is x=-0.1 m, y=0 m.
The model in the multi-blade coordinates allows to generate a simple controller
in the nonrotating frame. The controller is linear in the rotating frame, but requires
transformations of the states and of the control input back to the nonrotating so that
they can be used in the non-linear simulation, as shown in Figure 74.
Many techniques exist for the control of multi-input, multi-output systems. The
technique selected for this demonstration is the linear quadratic regulator (LQR),
as it allows to give weights to the states and control input based on intuition and
engineering judgment, without the need to study each axis individually.
A series of weights were attributed to the various control inputs and states, all
in the nonrotating frame. The weight matrices for the controller are detailed in
Appendix D. The full-state feedback gain matrix was generated and implemented in
the simulation, as per Figure 74. The time marching solution of the states and control
input are shown in Figure 75 and 76, and additional results can be found in Appendix
F.
The wind profile specified in the Sikorsky 24 hour hover challenge was not specified
in the RFP. In counterparts, ADS-33 provides multiples wind profiles, including a step
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Figure 75: Flight path and snapshot of the orientation of one aircraft during the
wind step input

















































wind   profilex
Figure 76: Payload position in space during the wind step input, as well as time
marching position expressed in the Cartesian coordinates
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input. For this demonstration, a step input was selected as a worse case scenario,
and was included as an external disturbance not detected by the system. The wind
profile is shown in Figure 76: it is a 5 m/s wind in the x direction from 1 s-18 s. The
17 seconds duration of the profile was based on the system angular velocity: if an
aircraft takes in the order of 8 seconds to fly over a full circle, having the wind profile
lasting for 17 seconds guarantees at least 2 revolutions during the wind portion of the
analysis.
It can be seen that the system is successful at controlling the suspended mass
during the maneuver, as it stays well inside a 20 m diameter sphere: the maximal
payload excursion is in the order of 2 m. Since the system does not have integrator
gain, the suspended mass stays at the disturbed location x ≈ 1.5 m, y ≈ −1 m during
the windy portion of the maneuver then comes back to the origin once the wind dies
down.
The actuation and lift coefficient margins are respected during the flight, including
during the transient response, which has not been taken into account in the models so
far. It can be observed that the flight path plane described in the nonrotating frame
by ζ0, ζc, ζs sees a tilt of about −4◦ in ζc, which represents a tilt towards the wind.
5.6.1 Quasi-Steady State Approximation
The construction of a full-state feedback system allows evaluate the stationary point
of the system under a steady wind condition. The approximation of the dynamics
of the system is shown in Equation 97 and 98, where the control input is given by
uNR = −Kxnr.
ẋnr = (Anr −BnrK)xnr +Bdnrw (97)
ynr = Cnrxnr +Dnrunr +Ddnrw (98)
This formulation allows to find an approximation of the states, control input and
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Figure 77: Lift coefficient of aircraft number one as a function of time compared to
the approximation of the stationary point
output in the nonrotating frame that lead to quasi-static equilibrium, characterized
by q̈NR = 0.
The time signature of the lift coefficient of aircraft number one as it operates
under a the 5 m/s wind condition is shown on Figure 77. The simulation results
are compared to the approximation derived from the nonrotating results, shown with
a dashed line. The approximation of the lift coefficient agrees adequately to the
simulation results during the segment of flight where the wind is blowing, and the peak
values are deemed acceptable to evaluate the margins required in the methodology
described in the previous section.
It is important to note the dynamic model in MBC was generated for a no wind
condition. Apparent winds generate periodic actions on the system which limits
the applicability of the approximations. The results presented in this section are in
agreement to the non-linear simulation results, but caution should be exercised when
analysing non-hover conditions.
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These results illustrated a successful implementation of a simple linear controller
in the rotating frame to control the motion of the tethered aircraft system to a step




Vertical Takeoff and Landing aircraft play an important role in our society by ac-
complishing a wide range of missions. While some VTOL concepts aim at increasing
speed capability, there is an interest to increase the endurance capabilities as well.
The concept of interest is a novel system that uses unmanned electric fixed wing
aircraft to lift tethered load. Preliminary studies have suggested that this concept
is expected to provide long endurance capabilities. Some advanced flight paths have
also been proposed to increase the load lifting capabilities and forward flight speed.
However, limited analysis of the system’s dynamics has been presented.
This gap in understanding of the system led to the development of the research
objective:
Research Objective:
Provide a framework to analyze the dynamics-driven design decisions of a system
comprised of multiple aircraft tethered to a shared load during hovering, circular
flight.
To meet this research objective, it is hypothesized that three parameters were of
great importance in the design: The attachment location of the tether on the aircraft,
the nominal flight path parameters and the variation of the payload mass through
the mission. In order to answer questions related to those parameters, a dynamic
modeling and analysis framework was created.
First, a lower-complexity performance evaluation module was implemented as a
means to rapidly differentiate between the various flight path combinations. This
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module was based on quasi-steady formulation with only the wing used as lifting
surface. It allowed to generate the nominal flight path parameters of interest.
Second a dynamic simulation environment of the three aircraft lifting a shared
load was developed. The model is a multi body dynamic model that uses singular
perturbation method to represent a rigid tether connection between the aircraft and
the suspended load. The aircraft are assumed as rigid body with a sum of aerodynamic
forces and moments derived from regression models based on aerodynamic angles,
aircraft body rates and control input. The fuselage is assumed as a point mass with
only a drag component acting at its center.
The rigid massless tether assumption was compared to the use of a discretized
tether model which included elasticity, distributed mass and aerodynamic forces. It
was found that the difference in steady state solution as well as in the dynamic modes
of the linearized systems was small enough in comparison to the gain in complexity
and reduction in computational requirements justified the use of a rigid tether.
The relatively small flight path radius introduced a new challenge for the trim
problem, during which the sideslip angle can have an important on the performance.
Consequently, the trim was posed as an optimization problem that aimed at maxi-
mizing actuation margin.
In order to analyze the full systems dynamics, a linear dynamic representation of
the system in multi-blade coordinates was generated. This model allowed to study the
dynamics modes, assess the stability and controllability of the linear representation of
the system. In order to gain understanding of the system, the newly found dynamic
modes were compared to the dynamic modes of a single aircraft in steady-level flight
as well as to the dynamic modes of a single aircraft attached to the ground. It was
observed that roll subsidence, the short period longitudinal mode and the dutch roll
modes were similar for the three configurations.
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Finally, an assessment of the systems ability to operated under a steady-wind con-
dition based on the linear approximation in multi-blade coordinates was performed,
during which the actuation and lift coefficient margins are evaluated. In order to
verify those results, a time marching simulation with a controller in the nonrotating
frame was developed, and supported the margin calculations for the case of interest.
The developed framework allowed to answer the research questions related to
design parameters specific to the tethered aircraft system. The first research question
arouse from the observation that the tether attachment represent a new design degree
variable. While the center of gravity of the aircraft represents a possible attachment
point, the selection of the tether attachment point presents unique characteristics,
which opened to the first research question:
Research Question 1:
What are the benefits of placing the tether attachment point off the center of gravity?
The hypothesis for the research question 1 is the following: Allowing the tether
attachment point to be a design variable can increase the actuation margin
during the circular hover flight phase.
A series of possible attachment points in the plane of the wing were compared. For
each point, the ability to trim in circular hover, and trim in a steady wind condition
was assessed. Moreover, a open-loop stability criteria was generated based on the
observations of the dynamic modes of the system: the dynamic modes of the system
must either have a damping ratio greater than -0.25 or have a natural frequency
slower than the angular velocity of the system ω.
For each feasible attachment point, an evaluation criteria based on the wing lift
coefficient and the actuation margin was used to inform the decision for the most
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desirable tether attachment point. Based on this criteria, which was mainly domi-
nated by the wing lift coefficient, the most desirable attachment point is located at
about 25% behind the aircraft center of gravity, or very close to the aircraft neu-
tral point. The aircraft center of gravity remains a feasible tether attachment point,
with marginal change in the evaluation criteria when compared to the location of the
generated optimal point (neutral point).
The power evaluation module allowed to find the flight path parameters that lead
to the lowest power requirement in circular, hover flight. It also allowed to observe
that there was a relatively small change in power required with change of flight path
radius. This observation represents an opportunity to explore off-optimal flight paths
that could potentially allow interesting characteristics without imposing a large power
penalty on the operation.
This observation lead to the second research question:
Research Question 2:
What are the benefits of selecting a circular flight path radius and velocity different
than the one defining the minimum power required?
Due to the presence of tether forces on the aircraft and relatively tight turn radius,
the selection of a flight path radius, namely with the coupling from the bank angle
presents non-trivial trim characteristics. Consequently, the hypothesis was fir the
second research question was formulated as follows:
Selecting a set of nominal flight path parameter that differ from the
power-optimal point can increase the actuation margin during the circular
hover flight phase.
The exploration of three different flight paths was used to assess the trends in the
ability to perform steady level flight. The feasible attachment point region differed
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from one nominal flight path to another, but the optimal attachment point based
on actuation margin and lift coefficient remained similar to the previously defined
attachment point, i.e. located at the neutral point.
Finally, the operation of the system for long endurance hover missions can leads
to a large change of suspended load between the takeoff to the landing. This change
in the suspended mass can affect the forces acting on the aircraft, analogous to the
study of research question 2. This lead to the third and final research question:
Research Question 3:
How does the operation over a varying suspended mass influence the selection of the
tether attachment point?
Since the tether attachment point is not modified once the aircraft is in flight, the
hypothesis was made that the variation of suspended mass impacted the selection of
the attachment point:
The selection of the tether attachment point must take into account
the actuation margin and open-loop response constraints imposed by the
varying suspended mass.
In order to answer this question, a sweep of suspended mass was performed, and
the flight path that lead to the minimum power to operate was found with the use
of the power evaluation module. For each configuration, the feasible attachment
point region was generated, and the union of those region was created, as a means to
represent region that would be usable throughout the mission. Within this region, an
aggregate cost function was generated to assess the performance of each feasible point
throughout the mission. The most desirable location remain at a similar position,
which was about at the location of the aircraft neutral point.
The completion of the research questions and the creation of the modeling and
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analysis environment fulfilled the research objective.
6.1 Contributions
Throughout the development of environment used to fulfill the research questions,
various methods and tools were created that can be identified as contributions.
Development of a framework to inform design-driven decision The first
contribution of this thesis is the development of a framework with the ability to pro-
vide information about some of the design-driven decisions for this novel concept.
Because the system has multiple design and operational parameters, traditional air-
craft design tools cannot be applied directly.
The ability to represent the coupling between the elements is crucial to the this
analysis. Consequently, the framework includes performance considerations at the
system level, steady-state trim constraints, open-loop characteristics and control mar-
gins during steady state wind operations. This framework can be implemented on
one configuration, or can be use to find appropriate trade-off when the the system
has to face variation in its parameters.
Dynamic modeling environment for multiple tethered aircraft The dy-
namic simulation environment differs from existing environment due to its flexible
characteristic. The use of the singular perturbation method to remove tether elastic
degree of freedom can be leveraged and additional components can be added such
as additional aircraft, multiple tethered bodies, suspended mass rotational degrees of
freedom, etc.
Also, a trim procedure for this environment was proposed with no explicit require-
ment on side-slip. The trim procedure was also modified to assess the attachment
point limits based on steady level circular flight constraints.
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Dynamic assessment in the multi-blade coordinates To the knowledge of the
author, this is the first instance of an analysis of multiple tethered fixed-wing aircraft
done in the multi-blade coordinates. The use of multi-blade coordinates provided
multiple advantages.
First, it allowed to study the coupled motion of the aircraft that are flying on a
circular flight path and the stationary mass by converting the aircraft’s motion to the
nonrotating frame. Capturing accurately the coupling the aircraft and the suspended
mass is crucial to a good representation of the system.
Second, the use of MBC provided a greater physical insight into the model. Be-
cause the aircraft are always in motion, their individual degrees of freedom become
hard to analyze. Representing the whole system in the rotating frame allowed the
represent the whole period with a single snapshot.
Finally, the representation of the system in the nonrotating frame allowed to
include a simple linear controller. While the states and the input may require to
be transformed from the rotating frame to the nonrotating frame or vice-versa, the
control law’s complexity was akin to the one implemented on a multi-input multi-
output, linear-time invariant system.
6.2 Future Work
The analysis framework created for this work was selected as being the simplest
model that can fulfill the analysis requirements. While this strategy allows a clearer
understanding of the dynamic behavior and the dynamic related constraints, it also
opens to additional work. Moreover, many aspects of this novel concept still present
many unknown characteristics.
Exploration of additional parameters First, the analyses were carried out for
a limited number of parameters for the system. Some of these parameters can be
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modified and analyses directly with the environment as it is presented in this doc-
ument. Among them, there are the number of aircraft, different suspended mass,
tether length and general flight path parameters. Similarly, additional considerations
could be given to the aircraft geometric and aerodynamic parameters.
Integration of Advanced Flight Path The analyses presented in this thesis were
focused on the circular hover phase, with some consideration to control power during
a steady wind operation. However, Rancourt presented some advanced flight path
in hover that can lead to a reduction in induced power. Similar to how the nominal
flight path parameters for the circular hover were generated with an external module,
advanced flight paths could be generated by an advanced aerodynamic environment’s,
similar to Rancourt’s.
Control Law The control law implemented on the dynamic simulation environment
was developed with the objective of having the lowest level of complexity possible.
However, developments in on-board computational power for control and autonomy
shows promises that many advanced controllers could be used for the control of mul-
tiple aircraft tethered to a shared load.
Flight Test Finally, the development of a physical prototype and some flight test
of the system represents one of the most interesting future work for the system. Many
technical challenges need to be overcome in order to make a successful prototype. It
is hoped that the work from this thesis can be used to inform the design of such




A linearization of the equations of motion of the canonical example system was per-
formed around the trimmed condition. The system is characterized by the following
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This section will present additional details on the kinematic conversion.
C.1 Aircraft velocity in the body frame
The first step, Equation (49) described the aircraft velocity in the body frame. The
term d
dt










a11 = cθsψψ̇ + cψsθθ̇
a12 = −sφsψφ̇− cφcψsθφ̇+ cφcψψ̇ + sφsψsθψ̇ − cψcθsφθ̇
a13 = −cφsψφ̇+ cψsφsθφ̇− cψsφψ̇ + cφsψsθψ̇ − cφcψcθθ̇
a21 = cψcθψ̇ − sψsθθ̇
a22 = −cψsφφ̇+ cφsψsθφ̇− cφsψψ̇ + cψsφsθψ̇ + cθsφsψθ̇
a23 = −cφcψφ̇− sφsψsθφ̇+ sφsψψ̇ + cφcψsθψ̇ + cφcθsψθ̇
a31 = cθθ̇
a32 = −cφcθφ̇+ sφsθθ̇
a33 = cθsφφ̇+ cφsθθ̇
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C.2 Aircraft state derivatives conversion to the spherical-
like coordinates




Lcξcζ −L(1 + ε)sξcζ −L(1 + ε)cξsζ
Lsξcζ L(1 + ε)cξcζ −L(1 + ε)sξsζ








b11 = −cζsξ ξ̇ − cξsζ ζ̇
b12 = −cζsξ ε̇− cξcζ(1 + ε)ξ̇ + (1 + ε)sξsζ ζ̇
b13 = −cξsζ ε̇+ (1 + ε)sξsζ ξ̇ − cξcζ(1 + ε)ζ̇
b21 = cξcζ ξ̇ − sξsζ ζ̇
b22 = cξcζ ε̇− cζ(1 + ε)sξ ξ̇ − cξ(1 + ε)sζ ζ̇
b23 = −sξsζ ε̇− cξ(1 + ε)sζ ξ̇ − cζ(1 + ε)sξ ζ̇
b31 = cζ ζ̇
b32 = 0
b33 = cζ ε̇− (1 + ε)sζ ζ̇
















2 − 2sψsθψ̇θ̇ + cψcθθ̇2 + cθsψψ̈ + cψsθθ̈
c12 =− cφsψφ̇2 + cψsφsθφ̇2 − 2cψsφφ̇ψ̇ + 2cφsψsθφ̇ψ̇ − cφsψψ̇2 + cψsφsθψ̇2
− 2cφcψcθφ̇θ̇ + 2cθsφsψψ̇θ̇ + cψsφsθθ̇2 − sφsψφ̈− cφcψsθφ̈+ cφcψψ̈ + sφsψsθψ̈ − cψcθsφθ̈
c13 =sφsψφ̇
2 + cφcψsθφ̇
2 − 2cφcψφ̇ψ̇ − 2sφsψsθφ̇ψ̇ + sφsψψ̇2 + cφcψsθψ̇2+
2cψcθsφφ̇θ̇ + 2cφcθsψψ̇θ̇ + cφcψsθθ̇
2 − cφsψφ̈+ cψsφsθφ̈− cψsφψ̈ + cφsψsθψ̈ − cφcψcθθ̈
c21 =− cθsψψ̇2 − 2cψsθψ̇θ̇ − cθsψθ̇2 + cψcθψ̈ − sψsθθ̈
c22 =cφcψφ̇
2 − sφsψsθφ̇2 − 2sφsψφ̇ψ̇ + 2cφcψsθφ̇ψ̇ + cφcψψ̇2 − sφsψsθψ̇2 + 2cφcθsψφ̇θ̇+
2cψcθsφψ̇θ̇ − sφsψsθθ̇2 + cψsφφ̈+ cφsψsθφ̈+ cφsψψ̈ + cψsφsθψ̈ + cθsφsψθ̈
c23 =cψsφφ̇
2 − cφsψsθφ̇2 + 2cφsψφ̇ψ̇ − 2cψsφsθφ̇ψ̇ + cψsφψ̇2 − cφsψsθψ̇2 − 2cθsφsψφ̇θ̇+
2cφcψcθψ̇θ̇ − cφsψsθθ̇2 − cφcψφ̈− sφsψsθφ̈+ sφsψψ̈ + cφcψsθψ̈ + cφcθsψθ̈
c31 =− sθθ̇2 + cθθ̈
c32 =cθsφφ̇
2 + 2cφsθφ̇θ̇ + cθsφθ̇
2 − cφcθφ̈+ sφsθθ̈
c33 =cφcθφ̇




As detailed in the Chapter 5, a controller was implemented in the system to demon-
strate the results of a simulation subjected to a varying wind profile.
The weight matrices include diagonal terms only. The weight were generated from
engineering judgment, based on the principle that the weight associated with each
state or control input should be in the order of the inverse of the maximal allowed
variation squared. While some of the states do not have an explicit requirement on
the maximum, a value was associated anyway.
The weights for the states are expressed as follows:













And the weights for the control input are the following:










DECOMPOSITION OF THE FORCES AND MOMENTS
This section aims at decomposing the different forces and moments acting on the
aircraft during the trimmed, steady-level flight.
E.1 Tether attached at the Center of Gravity
The first case studied is the case where the tether is attached at the aircraft center
of gravity. The solution of the trim analysis for a shared fuselage of 500 kg, and a



















Table 28: Nominal flight path trim results
To study the conditions of interest, the forces and moments will be decomposed
and summed along various reference frames. The sum of forces will be realized in the
hub reference frame H , and the moments will be summed in the aircraft body frame
C.















These are transformed to the inertial frame H as follows:
~FHprop = T C→BTB→H( ~FCprop) (111)
~FHaero = T C→BTB→H( ~FCaero) (112)
The tether







For the position of azimuth angle ξ = 0, there should be no acceleration along the








with r, the flight radius, of 55 cos(45o) m, which is 38.9m.
The sum of forces in the inertial frame becomes:
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Note that the discrepancy can come from the conversion between the different
frames, including the removal of the flexibility in the cable, which is performed
through singular unit perturbation. This model included a linearization of the dy-
namic model around a no elongation case and conversion of the state derivatives about
the state vector of interest, which can introduce some variation. The residual is con-
sidered acceptable given that when compared to the absolute value of the maximal
force residual
Fmax
is less than 3%.
E.1.1 Sum of Moments
The sum of moments is, in counterparts, detailed in the body frame H . For the case












The verification is performed as follows:
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Ixxṗ = L+ (Iyy − Izz)qr (119)
Iyy q̇ = M + (Izz − Ixx)rp (120)
Izz ṙ = N + (Ixx − Iyy)pq (121)






Which are deemed appropriate withing engineering analysis.
E.2 Tether attached inboard
The second analysis is the case of a tether attached on the inboard section of the







The trim solution is expressed in tables 29.
The sum of forces is performed in the same way as before, with the main exception
lying in the fact that the flight path radius is now slightly larger, which affect the cen-
trifugal acceleration. Moreover, the velocity condition imposed during the trimmed
is with respect to the tether tip. Consequently, both the aircraft center of gravity
and the flight path radius are affected. The radius is 39.4 m, and the velocity of the



















Table 29: Trim results for tether attached on the inboard wing













































E.2.1 Sum of Moments











It can be seen that there is a significant moment about the the x-axis~ic, supported
by a 60 increased in aileron deflection when compared to the case with the tether
attached at the center of gravity, where a positive aileron deflection refers to the
aileron on the inboard section going down, and the outboard aileron going up.




















It can be seen that the moment introduced by the offset of the tether tension is
in the same order of magnitude of the change of aerodynamic moments, which leads
to residual angular accelerations similar to the case where the tether is attached at









The closed loop simulation was presented in section 5.6. Additional results are pre-
sented in the following figures.
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Figure 78: Tether angle ζ






































Figure 79: Tether angle ξ




































Figure 80: Tether angle φ
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Figure 81: Tether angle θ



































Figure 82: Tether angle ψ














































Figure 83: Control input: Aileron
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Figure 84: Control input: Rudder

















































Figure 85: Control input: Elevator




















































Figure 86: Control input: Propeller angular velocity
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APPENDIX G
DYNAMIC MODES OF THE LINEARIZED MODEL
G.1 Simulated motion
The simulated motion of the modes were simulated in the nonlinear simulation envi-
ronment. The modes 2-10 of the 3 aircraft system were simulated, and the modes B
to G of the single aircraft tethered to the ground were simulated as well.
G.1.1 Mode 2
Figure 87: Overall motion of a single aircraft through one period of mode 2




































Figure 88: Suspended mass position
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Figure 89: Tether angle ζ


































Figure 90: Tether angle ξ






































Figure 91: Aircraft angle φ
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Figure 92: Aircraft angle θ

































Figure 93: Aircraft angle ψ
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G.1.2 Mode 3
Figure 94: Overall motion of a single aircraft through one period of mode 3

































Figure 95: Suspended mass position

































Figure 96: Tether angle ζ
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Figure 97: Tether angle ξ






































Figure 98: Aircraft angle φ




































Figure 99: Aircraft angle θ
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Figure 100: Aircraft angle ψ
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G.1.3 Mode 4
Figure 101: Overall motion of a single aircraft through one period of mode 4




































Figure 102: Suspended mass position




































Figure 103: Tether angle ζ
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Figure 104: Tether angle ξ




































Figure 105: Aircraft angle φ







































Figure 106: Aircraft angle θ
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Figure 107: Aircraft angle ψ
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G.1.4 Mode 5
Figure 108: Overall motion of a single aircraft through one period of mode 5
































Figure 109: Suspended mass position

































Figure 110: Tether angle ζ
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Figure 111: Tether angle ξ



































Figure 112: Aircraft angle φ





































Figure 113: Aircraft angle θ
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Figure 114: Aircraft angle ψ
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G.1.5 Mode 6
Figure 115: Overall motion of a single aircraft through one period of mode 6


































Figure 116: Suspended mass position



































Figure 117: Tether angle ζ
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Figure 118: Tether angle ξ




































Figure 119: Aircraft angle φ



































Figure 120: Aircraft angle θ
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Figure 121: Aircraft angle ψ
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G.1.6 Mode 7
Figure 122: Overall motion of a single aircraft through one period of mode 7






























Figure 123: Suspended mass position


































Figure 124: Tether angle ζ
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Figure 125: Tether angle ξ









































Figure 126: Aircraft angle φ









































Figure 127: Aircraft angle θ
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Figure 128: Aircraft angle ψ
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G.1.7 Mode 8
Figure 129: Overall motion of a single aircraft through one period of mode 8




































Figure 130: Suspended mass position




































Figure 131: Tether angle ζ
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Figure 132: Tether angle ξ








































Figure 133: Aircraft angle φ

































Figure 134: Aircraft angle θ
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Figure 135: Aircraft angle ψ
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G.1.8 Mode 9
Figure 136: Overall motion of a single aircraft through one period of mode 9




























Figure 137: Suspended mass position









































Figure 138: Tether angle ζ
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Figure 139: Tether angle ξ





































Figure 140: Aircraft angle φ





































Figure 141: Aircraft angle θ
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Figure 142: Aircraft angle ψ
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G.1.9 Mode 10
Figure 143: Overall motion of a single aircraft through one period of mode 10

































Figure 144: Suspended mass position


































Figure 145: Tether angle ζ
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Figure 146: Tether angle ξ































Figure 147: Aircraft angle φ





































Figure 148: Aircraft angle θ
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Figure 149: Aircraft angle ψ
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G.1.10 Mode 11
Figure 150: Overall motion of a single aircraft through one period of mode 11






























Figure 151: Suspended mass position


































Figure 152: Tether angle ζ
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Figure 153: Tether angle ξ


































Figure 154: Aircraft angle φ









































Figure 155: Aircraft angle θ
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Figure 156: Aircraft angle ψ
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G.1.11 Mode 12
Figure 157: Overall motion of a single aircraft through one period of mode 12






































Figure 158: Suspended mass position




































Figure 159: Tether angle ζ
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Figure 160: Tether angle ξ


































Figure 161: Aircraft angle φ





































Figure 162: Aircraft angle θ
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Figure 163: Aircraft angle ψ
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G.1.12 Mode 13
Figure 164: Overall motion of a single aircraft through one period of mode 13



































Figure 165: Suspended mass position





































Figure 166: Tether angle ζ
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Figure 167: Tether angle ξ


































Figure 168: Aircraft angle φ




































Figure 169: Aircraft angle θ
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Figure 170: Aircraft angle ψ
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G.1.13 Mode 14
Figure 171: Overall motion of a single aircraft through one period of mode 14

































Figure 172: Suspended mass position


































Figure 173: Tether angle ζ
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Figure 174: Tether angle ξ





































Figure 175: Aircraft angle φ







































Figure 176: Aircraft angle θ
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Figure 177: Aircraft angle ψ
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G.1.14 Mode 15
Figure 178: Overall motion of a single aircraft through one period of mode 15




































Figure 179: Suspended mass position


































Figure 180: Tether angle ζ
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Figure 181: Tether angle ξ







































Figure 182: Aircraft angle φ






































Figure 183: Aircraft angle θ
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Figure 184: Aircraft angle ψ
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G.1.15 Mode 16
Figure 185: Overall motion of a single aircraft through one period of mode 16



































Figure 186: Suspended mass position

































Figure 187: Tether angle ζ
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Figure 188: Tether angle ξ




































Figure 189: Aircraft angle φ


































Figure 190: Aircraft angle θ
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Figure 191: Aircraft angle ψ
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G.1.16 Mode 17
Figure 192: Overall motion of a single aircraft through one period of mode 17


































Figure 193: Suspended mass position





































Figure 194: Tether angle ζ
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Figure 195: Tether angle ξ



































Figure 196: Aircraft angle φ




































Figure 197: Aircraft angle θ
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Figure 198: Aircraft angle ψ
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G.1.17 Mode 18
Figure 199: Overall motion of a single aircraft through one period of mode 18


































Figure 200: Suspended mass position




































Figure 201: Tether angle ζ
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Figure 202: Tether angle ξ


































Figure 203: Aircraft angle φ




































Figure 204: Aircraft angle θ
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Figure 205: Aircraft angle ψ
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G.1.18 Mode B
Figure 206: Overall motion of a single aircraft through two periods of mode B



























Figure 207: Tether angles ζ and ξ
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Figure 208: Aircraft angles ψ and θ












Figure 209: Aircraft angles φ
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G.1.19 Mode C
Figure 210: Overall motion of a single aircraft through two periods of mode C






























Figure 211: Tether angles ζ and ξ
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Figure 212: Aircraft angles ψ and θ














Figure 213: Aircraft angles φ
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G.1.20 Mode D
Figure 214: Overall motion of a single aircraft through two periods of mode D



























Figure 215: Tether angles ζ and ξ
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Figure 216: Aircraft angles ψ and θ















Figure 217: Aircraft angles φ
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G.1.21 Mode E
Figure 218: Overall motion of a single aircraft through two periods of mode E































Figure 219: Tether angles ζ and ξ
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Figure 220: Aircraft angles ψ and θ












Figure 221: Aircraft angles φ
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G.1.22 Mode F
Figure 222: Overall motion of a single aircraft through two periods of mode F



























Figure 223: Tether angles ζ and ξ
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Figure 224: Aircraft angles ψ and θ















Figure 225: Aircraft angles φ
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G.1.23 Mode G
Figure 226: Overall motion of a single aircraft through two periods of mode G




























Figure 227: Tether angles ζ and ξ
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Figure 228: Aircraft angles ψ and θ












Figure 229: Aircraft angles φ
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